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FOR TRAINS - CARS - BOATS - MECCANO
HEAD OFFICE and MAIL ORDER

IS Broadway, Southgate, London, N.I4,

112 High Hotborn, London, W.C.I. 28 Corporation Street, Manchester
Opposite Holborn Tube Station

ALL SHOPS OPEN 9-6 SATURDAY

R.346 STEPHENSON'S kOCKET' TRAIN

BY
Hundreds of MECCANO fans from all over the world are now using our

a
return

ti

MECCANO PARTS SERVICE. They called in at our wonderful shops or wrote to SOUTH-
GATE and either ordered from our APRIL ADVERTISEMENT or sent a 9 in. x 4 in. self-

addressed stamped envelope for our printed order forms. We only fail to supply when
MECCANO LIMITED are out of stock.

SPECIAL MECCANO MAIL ORDER OFFER
From Apri our postal charges on your MECCANO

or SET ORDERS will be reduced to 2/6.

note that some
we shall su

eccano Prices have been changed and

ELECTROKIT SPARES

We carry stocks and can let you ave a

printed price ist on request with the

Meccano Order forms.

PLASTIC MECCANO

on our April list.)

MECCANO MOTORS
All our shops carry the full range of Motors
and Power Drive equipment. The latest

pri are on our new order forms.
PLAY DOH

becoming popular with younger Playgroup organisers often have difficultyThis is

brothers and sisters and used in Play

groups
PARTS

We stock the sets and SPARE
in obtaining this material. We stock
and

List as above. only.

you can order mai from Southgate

HAVE YOU BUILT A FUL BILLING •

The Danes sent their " Longboats " to raid Britain over a thousand
are sending us beautiful wooden boat kits to build

ag

kinds. Anyone who has handy fingers and a

nto the most attractive

ay they

KIT
ttle pat

hips of

ce can build a BILLING BOAT
proud of the result. The boats all float and w tak electric motors radio

t yo wish

SEND for our pamphlet "BUILDING A BEAUTIFUL BILLING BOAT" by S N.
Beattie and our fine illustrated brochure. Enclose a 9 in. x 4 in. stamped addressed
envelope. We regret we cannot answer enquiries unless we get a stamped, addressed

envelope as above.

STOP
PRESS

TRI-ANG R850 FLYING SCOTSMAN B.R. 1 - # # * « * 99 6

ORDER FROM
FLYING SCOTSMAN L.N.E.R. (with special Tender)

FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY J ULY/AUGUST.

* * » 9916

KINDLY MENTION il MECCANO MAGAZINE'* WHEN REPLYING TO
Pfc

ADVERTISEMENTS
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FRONT COVER
The cover photograph of a display, built by James Yule of Perth,

Scotland, shows a Napoleonic battle scene. Gunners of the Foot
Artillery and French Imperial Guard around the year 1807 (they are
very distinguishable by their uniforms of imperial blue trimmed with
red) handling an eight-pound Gnbeauval cannon* The cannon and
soldiers are made from Hiscorex kits. See page 310 for full details.

NEXT MONTH
Our cover for July has a Police Patrol Car painted in action to tie

in with a feature on the Hertfordshire Police, detailing just how the
Force operates. Meccano Models include a Plastic and Standard Meccano
Swing Bridge, Among the Model Builders, and the final part of Bone
Shaker, There will also be two pages of Dinky Toy News by Chris
Jelley, for the balsa builders we have half-size plans for a rubber
powered, propeller-driven car, and full size plans for an electrically
operated Cable Car. This is not a gimmick, it will go from the garden
to the bedroom window with ease. Chemistry is back again—this
time on invisible ink, an all time favourite, A.B.C. of Model Railways,
Trackside Construction, Have You Seen, and many other interesting
features, make the July Meccano Magazine an issue you must not miss.

Advertisement and Subscription Offices: Model Aeronautical Press
Limited, 13-35 Bridge Street, Heme! Hempstead, Hertfordshire,
Tel: Heme I Hempstead 2501-2-3.

Direct Subscription race 35/- per annum, U.S.A. and Canada direct
subscription rate $5 including current index.

This periodical is sold subject to the following conditions: that ft

shall not, without the written consent of the publishers, be lent.
re-sold, hired-out or otherwise disposed of by way of Trade at a price
ill excess of the recommended maximum price and that it shall not
be lent, re-sold, hired-out or otherwise disposed of in a mutilated
condition, or in any unauthorised cover by way of Trade; or affixed
to or as part of any publication of advertising, literary or pictorial
matter whatsoever.

Publisher! of Aeromodeller, Model Boats, Model Cars,

Model Engineer, Radio Control Models, Model Railway News,

MODEL AERONAUTICAL PRESS LTD
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News and views by the Editor
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A really detailed feature on this expanding

BATTLE
Charles Grant explains the Rules
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New transport developments reported

Trackside construction
The use of Reinforced Plaster Cloth
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The story of the line that has saved many lives
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Part 6. Station track layouts

HAVE YOU SEEN
A look at what's new in the shops for modellers
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James A. Mackay describes stamps on a theme
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General interest engineering feature
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An historic feature on the Fire King
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John W. R. Taylor on Aviation

THE END OF THE LINE
The last stop for locomotives

BONE SHAKER
An advanced Meccano model

LIFT AND CARRY
A simple plastic Meccano crane

SIMPLE MECHANISMS
Some simple ideas sent in by
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A mechanical money box from Meccano
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No. 5. Richard Trevithick
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ATLANTIC WINGS
The authentic history of North Atlantic aerial crossing.
1919-1939 with positively complete factual data and vivid

description of eich pioneer effort. The twenty full colour
paintings have been produced with closest possible
adherence to true colour tones of the real machines.
!I\ x 8't in

photographs
colour art plates* 12 fam-
ous transatlantic pioneer

aircraft to scale of I /72nd.

doth and heavy card
bound cover with full-

colour art jacket.

, 172 pages top quality art paper,

and 20 full

Illustrated

Special Reduced Price

Luxury Edition Bargain !

Published 90/- Now 59/6

Now . •

(Pub. 90-) 59 6

PERIOD SHIP

ltaft*an

18. PERIOD SHIP MODELLING
Constructional notes with 65 diagrams on
the making of an Elizabethan Galleon. Seven
chapters cover: Introduction, Hull, Masts,

Spars and their Fittings, Standing Rigging.

Running Rigging* Sails and their Gear,
Finishing and General Motes. Plans available

in our Plans Service.

7\ x 41 in> t 80 pages, two-colour card
cover, j/Justrated line drawings*

80. MODERN MANUAL FOR
DRIVERS OF STEAM
ROAD VEHICLES

Secret! of

f in Roitlrf

19. SECRETSOF SHIPS IN BOTTLES
Of all the fascinating models it is possible to

make, perhaps the ship-in-a-bottle is the most
intriguing. Such models, made by old seadogs,

have for generations puzzled the landlubber;
now you have the chance to share the secret

and

L

nd your modelling skills,

7| x 4$ in.. 64 pages. Profusely illustrated with

line drawings and 8 page art inset for

photo plates (65 figs. J* Bound In drawn
an card cover* 4/6

74. THE I

BRITISH TRAM I

"Travel at Midday—Twopence
all the Way'* was a pre-war

slogan of the trams, and author

Frank Wilson takes the reader

from the very beginning with

horse-drawn trams, through their

heyday when Ausun Sevens were
to get stuck in the railsa

and carried on to the depot,

until their eventual eclipse in

modern times. Chapters cover

History, General Features, Lines,

the Car itself, how it worked,

and the passing of an era.

87 pages size 71x41 in,, 2 colour

drawn on card cover. 59
mainly photo illustrations

(many rare). 5/-

A " must"
1

for every steam roid vehicle enthus-
iast, be it traction engine, steim wagon, plough-

ing machine or any other fascinating variant , • -

it embodies all that could be gleaned from sur-

viving professionals on the subject of driving,

maintaining, servicing and operating all classes

of steam road vehicles. It is no technical tome but
a completely practical work written from the

novice's point of view by a non-engineering

author, who h"is nevertheless had the benefit of

the advice of a number of real experts. For those

who drive, would like to drive, or are content

to watch others at work this is a book to read

and enjoy,

133 H Si ofpages size #g x 34 in. t plus eight pages

plates, welt ytlustrated with sketches and drawings.

Bound in Balacron with tale blocked on

spine t
plus halftone photo dustcover in

black and yellow.
21

23 MODEL CARS
ENCYCLOPAEDIA
Electric Model CarThis Electric Model Car Racing

Encyclopaedia brings together a

wealth of information for the benefit

of expert and beginner alike, con-
veniently arranged in A*Z form. It

is an attempt to assemble in one
place quite a lot of information about
electric model car racing in simple
alphabetical form where it will be
eadily available for reference* rang*

ing from Ackerman steering through
Drivers and Driving to Pay Circuits

and on to Worms and Zinc Spraying,
I St pages, 7\ x 41 in.. 104 illustra-

tions. 45,000 words

TECHNICAL
PUBLICATION

Half Price Now
Bargain !(Pub 10 6)5/

7. CONTROL LINE

MANUAL
Here are some
headings: Why
Basic U-Control;

of the chapter
Control Line ?;

Basic Mono line;

Basic Flight Control; Learning to

Fly; Aerobatics; Speed; Team
Racing; Combat, Carrier; Cargo
and Endurance; Scale Models; Jet:

The Engine in Control Line; To-
wards the Indestructible; Looking
after the Lines; Variations on the

Theme* Plus appendix.

Hard bound.3| x 5k in.

headings by cartoonist Rtland.

300 diagrams, sketches,

photo-illustrati ons. 74 ,000

words.

Chapter
Over

15/

KINDLY MENTION "MECCANO MAGAZINE" WHEN REPLYING TO ADVERTISE MEN TS



56. CARDBOARD ENGINEERING
Enables every armchair model maker who has
been prevented by lack of facilities from doing
more than day dream on the subject to put his

hand at once to practical and rewarding work,
no matter whether he has tools or not. wherever
he may be, in digs, hotel, or flat*

Nine chapters set out all char can be required for
the novice or expert to set up as a " cardboard
engineer.

if
Brief headings are; General Informa*

tion; Ways and Means; Planning the Work; On
Rollers and Road Engines; Ship Models; Motoring
the Card Way; Rail and Tramway Models.
120 pages size 9} x 7J in. t printed on stout antique
wove paper and glossy art paper with 76 line draw-
ings (many to scale) and 68 photo illustrations.

Bound in heavy boards covered in linson,

with bold modern style dust-cover*

Bargain !

102 • AEROMODELLER
ANNUAL 1967-68

Some v&ry special
record holder Bil

articles include world
Wisniewski on Tuned

Exhaust Pipes; other speed flying articles by
experts; Fuel Tanks for Control liners; Dr.
Hawkins on Jap WWII Colour Schemes: Prop
Carving; Woodwork for Modellers; Simple
Painting for the Unskilled; Flexwing flying
models; plus a really well assorted plethora
of model drawings of the world's interesting,
exciting, different, special, fancy, and just
odd flyers of the year, including r/c, contest
and sports power. Winter Cup, slope soarers,
chuck gliders, helicopters, indoor * . * the lot.

Cover shows the French Nord 500,

Pub. 12 6 Now
i

128 pages, size 8 A x J$ in., hard cover.

Over forty plans, including thirty plus
dimensioned buildable model drawings. 10/6

21. SIMPLE ELECTRIC CAR RACING
The ideal introduction to electric cars—-practical survey giving
the facts of successful car and track construction in full detail
Anyone coming new to the hobby will find in its pages the answers
to all the questions likely to arise in building cars and tracks from
scratch: a great proportion of its content will also be invaluable
to those who are content to buy commercial cars and track but
who are anxious to get the very best out of their purchases.

7J x 4J in* p 104 pages* 65 photos, 37 line drawings,
and board cover with attractive dust jacket.

Cloth
10/6

107. RADIO CONTROL MANUAL NO.
This is the second Radio Control Manual, bringing news and in-

formation on all the latest developments within the R/C hobby.
From the simplest single channel systems, up to the most sophis-
ticated, there is something for everyone, 17 scale drawings of
some of the world's leading model designs which, in all, make
Radio Control Manual No. 2 an invaluable reference work for all

radio control enthusiasts*

t

84 x JJ in.,

II model plans,

photo.

128 pages, 83 photo-illustrations, 49 diagrams,
Bound in hard boards with full colour cover

13/6 fpmHtiimrvi

not see what you want

listed, send stamped addressed

envelope for six-page list of nearly

hundred model book titles.

Also thousands of model plans listed in

PLANS HANDBOOKS , . , see separate

advertisement.

AEROMODELLER POCKET

DATA BOOK

Simply with

*
fiCimciL PitLitiitf »

clear sketches and

useful cables to help

modellers in every

branch of aero mod-

elling. 7} it 4| Jifc,

64 pages. With 61

pages of detailed ex-

planatory

sketches and

text.

on handy coupon

6 18 80

19 23 74

HOW TO ORDER
Ring round th*5

reference number
of the titles you
have chosen.
Carry out totals
to cash column
and then total up
at the bottom.
POSTAGE free

on orders over
2/6.

7 56 102

21 107 3

Complete Book List (FREE)

(Name*** • • • * * * »»*• • • »••*«•*»§• * * * « »****•• • < . » * • *«•»**• - * * *»***««** ******* * • • **

»

Address

i.«, + «ft«« 4 «*p . frfrPfrv****** M I I # • * ' frfti i *## i#****#*#* **<« 9 4-4 * 1 n frfr*»*»9Pt*+**« + *«* + fl*««'ii lilt*

Please add l> packing & postage for orders of 12/6 and below.
Above this orders are POST FREE.

REF: M.M.

Model Aeronautical Press Ltd.,
/

/

Bridge St., Hemel Hempstead, Herts,

KINDLY MENTION 44 MECCANO MAGAZINE it WHEN REPLYING TO ADVERTISEMENTS
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ROTARY WING! • •

Here's a model which really is different, working on the same
principles as a full size rotary wing aircraft (and designed by a full

size helicopter pilot). Hours of fun with perfectly stable high
altitude flights in any nice breeze ! This very SPECIAL KIT includes
all balsa parts finish shaped (and colour decorated), precision
moulded plastic rotor hinge parts and stabiliser fin mounts, flying

line, etc. • even cement ! A REALLY COMPLETE and FULLY
PREFABRICATED kit . . plus full instructions and a leaflet about
Rotary Wing Aircraft. The kit is priced 30'6 and should be
obtainable from any good model shop ... or you can order direct

with the coupon below.

d r ; *H^

SOLARBO GYROKITE ORDER FORM

BUILD THE SIMPLE RADIO!
AS DESCRIBED IN APRIL 1968 MECCANO

MAGAZINE
TOTAL COST OF ALL NECESSARY PARTS LESS
BALSA WOOD ft PINS Delivery from Stock

WHY NOT START BUILDING TODAY!
Suitable Soldering Iron 1 4/6 Solder

Build the SINCLAIR MICROMATIC
# PLAYS
ANYWHERE

FANTASTIC
POWER & RANGE

FULLY
GUARANTEED

OOMi

«,/?'

Robust, powerful, and as easy to take with you as

the wnstwatch you wear. Now that this British
masterpiece of micro-electronic desrgn is supplied
with a hi-fi quality magnetic earpiece, reception
is even more exciting- Hear how marvellously it

brings in Radio I and other stations all over the
medium waveband. Hear how well your Micro-
rnatic performs under even the most difficult

listening conditions.
This is the set you will quickly learn to rely on
as the best of all personal radios. With its elegant
aluminium front panel and tuning control and
neat smaller-chan-matchbox-srze black case, you
will indeed delight in owning and using a MICRO-
MATIC. 2 LONG-UFE MERCURY CELLS AS „ , ilp l<4
NOW AT NEW PRICES REQUIRED, EACH 2s. 6<t.

Slzc: 4 /5*' 3 l®*l f«

jfr&

COMPLETE KIT OF
PARTS INCLUDING
MAGNETIC EARPIECE,
OWE. INSTRUCTIONS P.P. 2/6

A PLEASURE
DELIGHTFUL

BUILD
OWN!

NEW I
7-TRANSISTOR

MW-LW SUPERHET
PORTABLE

New printed circuit design with full

power output. Fully tunable on both
mw/lw bands. 7 Mullard transistors, push-
pull circuit. Fitted S inch speaker, large
ferrite aerial. Easy to build with terrific
results. All local and Continental stations*
Size 10 x 7 x 3|in. Send for Brochure I.

TOTAL COST /£ |Q£ P.P.
TO BUILD 19.6

BUILD A QUALITY TAPE RECORDER with Martin Recerdakiti

No Soldering necessary * TWO-TRACK, Deck. Amplifier, Cab-
noc and speaker. Complete kits with
MICROPHONE Tin. 1,200ft, tape, spare
spool.

Construction

Today*!
Value CSS.

* FOUR-TRACK.
Cabinet and speaker
MICROPHONE 7in*
spool.

Today's
Value £60.

Manual Separately 2 id. Ask for Brochure 6

gns.

Deck, Amplifier,
Complete kits with

1 ,200ft. tape, spare

gns. pp

Nothing else to buy!

LATEST EDITION
2-40 pages* 6,000 items
1,000 illustrations

ic 20 pages of transistors and semiconductor
devices, valves and crystals.

<£- ISO pages of components and equipment
-£* 50 pages of microphone, decks and Hi-fi

equipment.

NIMH s*\m UN

f i

til

The most comprehensive—concise—Clear compo*
nentt Catalogue in Gt, Britain. Complete with
10* worth Discount Vouchers Free with every

uibcr

5w* "kfcl '

copy

today

FmH detuifi on mmy adr+rtittd product FREE om r

HENRY RADIO LTD
3C3 EDGWARE ROAD. LONDON W.2

PHoim: (01) 723-1006 9. 0p*n Kon.-Sat. 9 i.m.4 p.m., Ttmrv 9 «.«*.-! p.

KINDLY MENTION ii MECCANO MAGAZINE" WHEN REPLYING TO ADVERTISE ME NTS
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The standard progressive Meccano system consists of ten Main Sees,

numbered [-10 inclusive each with an identifying "theme" nam* in

addition to the number. This theme, e.g. " Highway Vehicle *'
if obtained

from the predominant type of model featured in the Instructions Book for

the particular Set and does not mean that only models of that type can be

built with the Set. In fact ( the number and variety of models that can b

produced is limited only by the imagination of the user. Also included in

the standard system is a series of seven Conversion Sets. These are not
intended as constructional sets in their own right, but simply contain the
necessary extra parts to convert a Meccano main outfit into the next larger

one, e P g, Outfit I + Conversion Set I A = Outfit 2, Also available, but

not included in the standard progressive system, are several self-contained

outfits, such as the Power Drive Set and Gears Set, as well as a number of

Motors and additional equipment. The following is a list of all items and
Sets currently available, with their UK. recommended retail prices:

MECCANO
(Complete with illustrated

•

ks of Models)

The Webley Falcon is a precision-built,

hard-hitting air rifle which you will be proud

to own. It is extremely accurate, with a

smooth action, and a superb finish. See it

for yourself at your nearest gun stockist

and you will see why Webley have been

the greatest name in guns since 1790.

1 T *

PlaysGt

Junior Kit
2. Super Junior

Highway Vehicles
4* Airport Services...

Site Engineering
Ocean Terminal
Mountain Engineer
Breakdown Crew

• <

* * #

* * m

m

4 ft 1

** -

fc *<

fr

- * *

i i

* *

9 -

* 9 9

""

...

i t

9

WW * m m m

9 m w mm 9

* « «

• •#

Master Engineer's Sec ...

Meccano Outfit in 4-Drawer Cabinet * *

•n m *Meccano Gears Set
Meccano Mechanisms Set
Elektrikit

« *•

.. . . > * *•

CCANO CONVERSION
la Converts
2a

into I 4

*

v

" '

I

I

-

The Falcon *177 or -22 calibre high

velocity precision air rifle. Hand rifled

barrel, solid drawn seamless tube

for body, solid steel loading lever,

click adjustable rearsight, solid pins

and keeper screws (not rivets), to

facilitate dismantling and reassembly,

provision for mainspring to be

replaced without use of special

tools, fitted with plate for telescopic

sight. Velocity : *1 77—550 ft. sees.

•22—500 ft. sees. Weight: 6 lb.

BarrelOverall length:

length: 17 J*.

41|*

¥ S «• .-•

MECCANO POWER DRIVE

. •

V » *

mi.*

• • • a

. . .

Junior Power Drive Set
Power Drive Set
Power Drive Unit (6-ratio Gearbox and 6 vole D.C. Motor)

Battery operated.
Power Drive Gear Box and Coupling
Power Drive Steam Engine
Reversible 44 volt D.C. Motor

T f -

WWW

**«

9 W . - .

4 i- *

**#

-r r 4

kit' » ft m

MECCANO MOTORS,w

key) *..

* «
« • *

Clockwork, Magic, non-reversing (including

Clockwork No, I, reversing (including key)
EI5R Electric, reversing* .„

EMEBO Electric Motor (Battery operated)
43901 B Key for No* I Clockwork Motor
43903 S Key for Magic Clockwork Motor

• Fitted with T.V# and Radio interference suppressors

f 9

9 9 9

b r

ft« *

t- .

SPARE PARTS
The Meccano range of Spare Parts consists of more than 300 individual

items, all of which are available for separate sale. A price list can be had
on application.

Send for illustrated leaflet of the whole range of Air Pistols, Air Rifles

and accessories, enclosing 4d stamp to: DepL MM/3/AW2
Webley & Scott limited., (inc. W. W. Greener Ltd.)

Park Lane, Hands worth , Bham 21. Tel: 021 553 3952

KINDLY MENTION it MECCANO MAGAZINE it WHEN REPLYING TO ADVERTISEMENTS



with Mod-Roc is a wonderful new landscaping

material which moulds into any shape and sets

hard. It is a flexible, fabric-reinforced plaster

adhesive, whichwith a built-in

needs no fiddling preparation and is easy to

shape with the fingers. Just soaked in water,

squeezed gently and laid over any former

an iS&Mj product (screwed-up damp newspaper will do) Mod-
Roc sets in four minutes, and dries to weight-

bearing, crack-resisting hardness in 8 hours.

With Mod-Roc you can make landscapes of

your own design—cuttings, embankments,

tunnels and realistic geological formations that

are outside the scope of other materials.

FROM YOUR USUAL MODEL SHOP
Trade enquiries to

W a H Models Ltd.,

14 New Cavendish St., London W.1

Rovex Industries Ltd.,

Morden Rd., Merton, London, S.W.19

SEND FOR FREE BOOKLET
S.A.E.toW&H Models Ltd.

14 New Cavendish St., London W.1

Now 20% more Mod-Roc 1800 sq. ins. 7 3d.

WHEN REPLYING ADVERTISEMENTS
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ISealextrie go full size

T^HE CHEQUERED Flag Racing Group and Scalex-
tric have just formed a new Formula 3 Racing

Team to be called The Chequered Flag/Scalextric
Racing Team.

Scalextric, one of our leading manufacturers in slot-

car racing equipment and models, and part of the
Lines Bros., toy manufacturing group, became inter-

ested in the idea of sponsoring a proven, successful
and experienced full size racing team in order to pub-
licise their products, and to keep abreast of the latest

trends in motor-racing. The Chequered Flag, long
established as and's leading private entrant in

Above, the Chequered Flag/Scale viric Formula 2 racing _..,
they certainly look potent. See page 362 for details of new
Scalextric model cars. Below, looking like new, in its original
L.M.S. livery is the Jubilee Class locomotive No. 5596
" Bahamas " after her restoration by the Hunslet Engine Co,

Formula 3 racing, had the qualities that Scalextric What a slip

sought—a dozen years in motor racing with excellent Much to our surprise only one reader has written
results, a compact and well rim organisation, and are to point out that the heading photograph in A.B.C.
noted for having helped many world famous drivers on of Model Railways, part 4, Track Formations in the

way to the top while they were unknown. Stars April issue was wrongly captioned. The picture shows
such as the late Jim Clark, Graham Hill, Mike a single slip and not a double slip as stated. Con-
Parkes, Jackie Stewart, Mik e

Roy Jacky
Chris

and Robin
ce,

Widdows have
driven for The Chequered Flag, establishing the Flag's

ion for selecting potential Grand Prix drivers at

stage and materially assisting their careers.

Thus The Chequered Flag/Scalextric Racing Team
came into being.

This
Walker

year,

from
the drivers will be 22 -year-old Mike
Kidderminster, who has successfully

campaigned his own Brabham for the past two
seasons, and 19-year-old Ian Ashley from Lincoln,

last year established himself as a force to bewho

gratulations to Peter Burgess of Radlett, Herts., for
being so observant.

Model paints for prototype
Looking like new, in its original L.M.S. livery is the

Jubilee Class locomotive No. 5596 " Bahamas " after

her restoration by the Hunslet Engine Co. Ltd. The
locomotive is seen outside the works in Leeds, prior
to being delivered, under steam, to her new owners,
the Stockport (Bahamas) Locomotive Society. During
the rebuilding the question arose as to who could
supply paint in authentic L.M.S. colours. It « +

reckoned with in Formula 3 with his privately entered
Merlyn Mk. to.

Initially, both drivers became interested in •lit tor
racing through slot-car racing, and both were winners of crimson lake and

remembered that a range of authentic railway colours
was made by Humbrol Ltd., and investigation proved
that the required colours were made by them. This
Company made up a special consignment of 15 gallons

it in bulk, which was
on the Scalextric circuits at their^ schools, and now unusual, since their authentic railway colours are
both are on the way to the top with The Chequered normally supplied in J oz. tinlcts Had it been supplied
Flag/Scalextric Racing Team. The cars are 1968
McLaren M4A's, with the latest Cosworth engine,

way, the consignment would have represented
some 4,

r
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T^HE MOST colourful period for army uniforms in
-*• history uas undoutedly the Napoleonic era. The
mu icity of colours used in the

vermilion and gold of his marshals and officers. In so
far as Napoleon originated the modern system of con-

psychological approach havecing of the scription, would
uniforms, plus the various emblems and insignia, dictated to him the possibility that against the great
attained a degree never likely to be reached again. As mass of colour his modest uniform would focus all eyes
regiment vied with regiment and corps with corps in on him? To the model soldier
sartorial everything was designed to inspire
the esprit de corps* from the latest recruit to the oldest

maintains his fascination over
fascinated the whole world in

marshal. Under the Emperor, the French
armies swept through the continent of Europe, their
bearskins and shakos spreading fear and alarm, whilst
their field cannon thundered over the face of the land.
The enormous pride each regiment generated within
itself, manifesting its difference in accoutrements and

the Emperor
much as he
Certainly in

famous pictures of Bonaparte he is depicted
standing forward from his officers, dressed in bottle-
green and off-white breeches and waistcoat. By com-

brilliant uniforms, golden aiguillette andpanson,
frogged coats of his staff made a ma -Ji ftcen t

for the Emperor, So to the connoisseur, the collector,
trappings, can now only be recognised by the regimental and modeller, this period of French history, presents its
and historical expert. In so far as the French armies

' "'

are concerned, the museums of Paris contain the uni-
forms and French archives the details of their evolution.
otable French draughtsmen now engrave the various

uniforms on to plates, w
to enable the collector of models to

the colour faithfully.

that the

most fascinating aspect for the indulgence of his hobby.

or Plastic

For years lead was considered the only medium for
are then coloured and working in and many fine figures were produced by

Berdou, Stadden and Gammage, but in recent years
have produced in plastic some remarkable

construction kits of Napoleonic figures in 54 mm.

copy
It is significant when we reflect

uniform of the Emperor, though not
appears somewhat sombre against the bright (1/30) scale.
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These models are designed by the celebrated French position the horse is in. There are, at the time of

itary artist, Eugene Leliepvre, and with Bonaparte
and his marshals

writing, eight different sides and
3

five different heads,
ahe has achieved remarkable facial so by combining various side and head positions

total of 8o different positions can be evolved, fromlikenesses. Starting with hussars from revolutionary

times to 1815, the range has continued with chasseurs
artillery, dargoons grenadiers, gendarmes, Bonaparte,

standing, to trotting, to a full gallop. A silhouette

chart with the current catalogue shows the different

Bcrthier, Bessieres Davout, Mortier & Soult, together positions available. With the horseman himself, the

with the of the general All the fore- head, body, arms and legs are all separate entities, so

again an enormous variety of postures can be made,
even to twisting around in the saddle with the rider's

going being mounted figures. The foot figures inc

both line and guard grenadiers, chasseurs, artillery

fusiliers, voltigeurs and dragoons. In fact, there are hand resting on the horse's rump With
now a total of 474 different foot figures and 115
mounted kits with a variation of 80 different horse

positions.

foot figures,

four basic positions are available: attention, marching,
atta

one lea
and present arms. However, by combining
from an attention position and one from a

Frankly, constructing one of these kits is not an marching position, a nonchalant position can be

easy task. A mounted figure is composed of 40 to 50 produced.

separate parts, but the result is well worth while. Coat
tails hang from the body as coat tails should. Straps,

epaulettes and cords, etc., are

and are not moulded onto it.

all added to the figure

sabretache and

Construction
Depending on one's painting ability will determine

and
h

hethersword have rings that the straps are threaded through, in stages,

and the detail is incredible. On the horses even the or not after painting the b

semble the model completely
wish add trements

figu The straight

veins stand out and the muscles are correct for the forward of a figure needs little explanation.

heading photograph shows a group
of un painted dismounted dragoons.
Each figure it composed of approximately
40 separate parts making it easily pos-
sible to vary attitudes, and by means of

a spare parts service operated by
HUtorex Agents to create figures of little

known regiments.

At left a * caisson * or ammunition wag-
on showing part of the team of horse**

n action. The cobbled road is made
from plasticine, painted with grey house-
hold undercoat and sprayed with sandi
The caisson carried 100 round shot pro-
jectiles, canister, gun -powder and spares*

etc*

At the top of this page a complete 4
horse gun team with various other
artillery figures of both foot and mounted
regiments. Again the roadway is made
from plasticine, but this time to give a
muddy appearance. The grass is made
from sisal string painted a dull green.

At right, two dragoons. A dismounted
trumpeter made up from spare parts* and
wearing a gorgeous yellow coat* The
musicians were amongst the most colour-
ful of figures. The second figure is a

foot dragoon gold it r of the Line*
Through lack of horses the French High
Command established regiments of foot

dragoons who would later be re-mounted
on horses captured from the enemy*
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pyro-
which

re-cement. The second employs the use of a
gravure—a type of controlled soldering iron
allows a very small but constant heat to pass through
a metal tip. The tip is applied to the back of the knee
joint, pressure applied to the foot and thigh and the
leg is then bent into a realistic position.

For adding the more minute details such as grenades
and horns on turnbacks, etc., the easiest method is to
pick up the grenade, or whatever it ist with the tip of
a craft blade or pointed tweezers. For horses and
standing figures, stick them straight onto a cotton reel.

This makes a very useful holder for painting. For
mounted figures and saddles force a spare piece of
spruce into a cotton reel and cement the rider or saddle
to this.

One interesting new way of working in this medium
cloaks, etc. The cloak is cut from

such as the wife's best linen handker-

1S

a fine

The
bits.

plastic sprue to which is attached the stirrups and horse
which in this picture are being enlarged by means
rat-tailed tile, to allow the reins to pass through tlum.

of a

chief, and then coated with a solution made from spare
plastic sprue combined with carbon tetrachloride, and
within minutes it has a hard, plastic surface.

styrene cement, always squeezing it onto
coating the surfaces to be cemented

the cement with a cocktail or match stick,

areas, such as horse bodies, coat both
halves and squeeze toe If a little cement
oozes out,

off afterwards
so much the better; this can be

(approximately two hours)
cut

ill» ffTV

ensure that there are no small fissures. For straps that

do not require any movement whatsoever use very thin
plasticard. For reins, sword and sabretache slings

the ribbon provided in the kit is the best, although this

has a slight tendency to Sword rings,

enlarging. To do
this use a rat-tailed file and turn it anti-clockwise in

although excellent, sometimes

the ring. If you turn it in a clockwise fashion the file

Painting
With the detail being greater on plastic and the

figures themselves of a lighter and more delicate appear-
ance the amount of paint used is correspondingly less.

No undercoat is needed, and there is never the fear, as
there is with lead, of air getting to the metal underneath,
and fungas, etc., forming, but on plastic too much

lift " the paint. Most important of all,

however, is the brush. Always buy the most expensive
red sable hair brush, usually in the price range of 5s.

to 10s., and size 4 to 5 is the best, even for the finest

work. Many modellers feel that the more delicate the
work the finer the brush should be, and often resorting
to 00 or even 000 ! With the larger brush, a point

brushing will

is into the ring and it splits.

Now for the animations and those little extra touches
that will make your figure that much n trc interesting.

It is best to have a nonchalant pose and with the foot Technique

well kept is finer than the brush available
and will hold enough paint to get on with the job.

figures this can be achieved by using one leg from an
attention position,

Now that we have dealt with the materials • 51 e or
one from a marching position. two small hints on technique. For example, to shade

Alterations of a more violent nature can be carried out a pair of black gaiters, first paint on an overall colour
by surgery, two methods being commonly employed. of dark grey and then paint in the creases and join in
The first and best known is to cut a V shape in the the gaiters with jet s, mix in a— - — - -*- -**-»• -* -mrm -w -v m> «. v* a_-- w —-*. * a. m. » "-a» -a. m. *» ffr •—«• » a. aar * --»-r a- t m. a. -» * -a*- %r aWaa>%-<% "a*"*^- 4 * a^ a* at "»*r » T aUi # *_. %Aaa U* * « ft. ft gT% ft | | %.»

back of the knee, elbow or ankle joint, bend back and little white oil paint with the dark grey and lighten the

t
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Minute grenade* being added to the uniform of the Emperor,
by means of the tip of a craft knife. Note the size of the
figure in comparison with the builder's fingers, A standing

figure is only 21 in. high.

The
being

above all-in-together picture shows a mounted figure
assembled in three stages on cotton reels, which elimi-

nates the handling of figures whilst painting. Atso shown are
the various types of paints used.

top of the folds, knee and calf muscles. Then wipe the painting a Historex kit the horse. These are so
brush clean, and gently blend the colour in, so that n<> well moulded that a really professional finish can be
line shows between the different shades. This is where achieved by a novice. Use oils completely with a pre-
white oil paint comes in so useful as it blends so well, ference for burnt amber as the base colour, which must
but it is here, loo, that one must paint gently so as not be well brushed in. By constant brushing, the paint on
to lift the paint underneath. The same technique the top of the muscles thins, and the highlight shows
applies to all general painting, but on a coat or larger through n iturally. The paint will also form a darker

colour in the depressions. The highlights can then be
touched in with yellow ochre or white with the parti-

cular brown, and the shadows with black oil paint.

to use two shades to liehten

idea

f

area it may be necessary
and two to darken. For swords, etc., it is a
to mix in a little black or blue to give the effect o
steel, highlighting with pure silver. Concerning gold
epaulettes: these should be painted with a darkened
gold and then, with a fairly dry gold on the brush,
lightly touch over the top surfaces of the fringe, etc.

Painting faces is a very skilful job. The base colour
is made from a mixture of white, yellow ochre, brown,
red, in fact, anything until a natural flesh colour is

arrived at. After the initial covering of the face the
slightest touch of crimson and yellow ochre in with
the flesh colour to shade the eyes, the sides of the nose,
the slight depression underneath the lower lip, under
the chin and around the hair line, then a touch of white
;nto the flesh colour to highlight the ridge of the nose
the sides of the nostrils, the chin and the cheek bones
under the eyes, Add a little red to the flesh colour and
touch in the cheeks and lips. Now comes the most im-
portant part . . . BLEND IT ALL IN. A slightly darker
touch of crimson in the flesh colour to show the nostrils,

ears, and perhaps a line between the lips. Again, blend
it in. The eyes will give the face its character. First
the whites, and not too large, then the faintest hairline
over the top of the white, following up with the eyeball

4i J*

*

>

itself.

Now we come to the

At left; A close-up view of the Gribeauval 8 lb, cannon,
pound being ihe weight of the cannon ball.

4, fl and 121b. guns.
this

most pleasurable moment of

Might
There were also

Designed by General de Gribeauval (1715-
178§) this artillery system was adopted by King Louis XVI
and used by the French armies throughout Napoleonic times,
and until the reign of Louis -Phillippe. On the right,
officer of Bonaparte's favourite mounted troops. The Chasseurs
a Cheval de la Garde. Thii figure Is depicted in his service
dress, which is mainly green but with a red waistcoat trimmed

in gold Lace !
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A thegreat weapon;
German 88 millimeter one

Here

the
of

British 26-pound cr, along with
of the two most renowned guns

World War II. Here it ha* just come into battery position

and with its tractor still in attendance is waiting for action.

eously. This can run up against snags in the more

by Charles

complicated type of game to which we hope to gradu-

ate, but by then we shall have some experience in these

matters and it will be found that such problems can be

solved with a minimum of effort. That same experience

shows, too, that the simultaneous move does produce
considerably more excitement in the players and speed
in the operation of the game.
We'd better make it clear, by the way, what we mean

by a " move
a " turn "

which can also be called a M bound
(I've heard both terms used by players with

great experience in the hobby). It simply means this.

In draughts, for example, a player moves one piece

from one
entire

square
" move." In

to
u

A Beginning with the Rules

another—this constituting his

Battle," however, the player can
move all his pieces, units or what have you the maxi-
mum permissible distance for the particular type of

piece involved. If he wishes, naturally, he can obviously
leave parts of his forces stationary. This general move-
ment—based on rules we shall shortly go into—makes
up the bulk of what we shall call, for want of a better

term, the
a game move i:

the remainder con-

cerned with the firing of whatever weapons the player

can bring to bear on his opponent's forces, men or

machine. Quite simply then, the " game move " con-
sists of both players simultaneously moving and/or
firing all the troops and weapons they wish to do
within the limits of the rules for movement and firing

shortly to be described.

The first thing we have to do is to establish the

moves for each particular piece—be it man
gun or vehicle. To do this we shall have to decide on
something to act as a kind of yardstick on which the

overall scale of different movements can be based. The
simplert way of doing this is to start with the object

OR nearly all—the board or table games I can which has the slowest rate of progress. This without

think of involve the opposing player moving their doubt is going to be the soldier on foot, plodding along

*

LL

pieces alternately.
" Battlegame,"
that the

This system can also apply to the under full kit, carrying rifle, sub-machine gun y or

but it has its disadvantages, notably something equally ponderous a bazooka or part

a

to be.

even
imm

of a heavy machine gun. Here may I interject a point

which is of great importance in drawing up the rules ?

Just as a man, burdened even as we describe, can make
a terrific effort and run like mad over a short distance,

long run, it may well average out, but so a tank, with the driver " putting his foot down " can,

yer moving first immediately gives away
some idea of what his plans might be to the " enemy."
Of course, when ihe second player has his move, then

his opponent can see what the counterstroke is likely

fairly elementary sort of thing we are

concerned with, it is better that the greatly in excess of
particularly on a road, belt along for a spell at a rate

players move their pieces—i.e., their troops—simultan- speed Therefore, right

economical cruising

start we must make it
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clear that we are not going to complicate our lives by seven),

by allocating a number of different speeds to each type stantial,

of unit in our " armv " In the beginning it is neces- then it

the infantry move can be quite sub-
positionone is not in

have to be
i a y

Mnall, This is not an

sary to dispense with a number of interesting refine-

ments, but we want to get on with an actual " Battle,"

although a simple one, as quickly as possible. After-

wards, ail things being equal, we can carry on with

.something a trifle more sophisticated. To this end, the

set out at this stage are going
o here goes.

moves we are going to

to be an **
average,

First of all, as I

n
a sort of " mean."

insuperable difficulty, however j it will be found that

long marches on foot are not frequent and it is en-

visaged that there will be plenty of transport to bring

our footsoldiers into action, and only after they have
" debussed

"

ODiiseu to have " *™ ,_ ~'~ ** ;*"be
close to the *cene of operations will they

recourse to " Shanks*s Pony
The ** move " of either man—or vehicle

we are going to

the

ill, as X Jfliuj r»w uiw &\JUi& iu u/*-

man and at the risk of repetition

will consist

it—travels in a

interval of time, be it seconds or minutes or
distance over which

llJt 111141111 jr mail tiuu at, inv i*o*x v* iwj/vm«vu 4, u g«; o^vvitiv uitv-4. y «* >u* """] ""- " wwww.»m« vt. ........ ^-. .. -~ .. v.

again that this is going to be an average of his rate of ven hours in certain circumstances. The longer the

movement and at the moment it does not really matter time interval, patently the greater will be the distance
_ . * *-m * # 4 4 i * 4 4 * 4 4 ft * I *

whether he carries rifle or machine gun. or whether he involved in the move, and this is what we must w
is marching along a road or making his way through a else troops and vehicles will rapidly vanish over

muddy, ploughed field—there is an average of these edge of the table we are using for our " Battle."

various speeds and this will do as our basis for what we
are going to calculate—the distance he covers in our of players, but I would point out that it is perfectly
" game move," This will, in

other moves and indeed to the range of the weapons
to all our

the

It is

that the moves suggested will suit the majority

rs, but I would point out that it is perfectly

if the player desires—to increase or decrease

we introduce into our game.
At standard march

minute )

ing speed of 120 paces to the

and reckoning the pace as being 30 in * an

ft
I

simple

them, either by multiplying or dividing them by the

same number. If I suggest then that the infantry move
in., the player might prefer to have
and might double it. This is fair

infantryman will cover 100 yards in this time, equival- he doubles all other moves—the relationship

ent, in round figures, to a speed of 3 m.p.h. This then between them
is the basis for our scale of movement.

be constant. It must not be for-

Again, as I gotten that if he dues increase the basic infantry move,
said, when it comes to the ** crunch," the man then some others—I can think, for instance, of a fast

move much more rapidly over a short distance

—

have
can
a quick burst if he is suddenly under fire and making
a dash for cover. By the same token, there will be times also governed by the same s

when he will wish—or be obliged—to get about more

scout car driving along a road—will be, in proportion,

enormous.

slowly, so if we take the 100
will suffice as an average. It is

already decided to adopt.

minute speed it

' mean " we have

, as we shall see, weapon range is

, and if we don't want to

set up artillery in another room, or out in the garden,

the scale—must of necessity be a rather modestit-
one.

With this as a starter, we can now see> I hop
So to conclude—taking one minute as being a con-

venient time
just where we are going. To a considerable extent this

will depend upon the amount of space we have at our
disposal—generally speaking, how big a table we have,
in effect—and the immediate problem is to translate
the 100 yards/one minute relationship we have just

to represent the " game move "

taken

established to a

the " Battlegame.
convenient
" - oneIf

equiv we am use in

and remembering that the infantryman was taken to

move 100 yards in that time (or 3 m.p.h,), let us enact

thai the infantry move be of 3 in. This represents

3 m.p.h., so a move of 1 in. being therefore equivalent
m.p.h, this will be an admirable frame into which

we can fit—in our next instalment
—

" Battle " moves
" soft-

to I

is fortunate in having a for all sorts of vehicles, whether armoured or
large table (I'm lucky in that mine measures nine feet skinned."

Advance ! A strung column of tanks, with
support, noses forward towards the enemy.
knoll behind can be seen a blockhouse now

as the troops move on.

infantry in close
On the wooded
to be abandoned
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be discontinued, as a few readers
have done recently, for this is, after

all, the heart of the magazine, and
the only publication for Meccano
enthusiasts. The real enthusiast
must feel pretty hard done to for

available literature, so the Meccano
Magazine is reallv his life blood.

Ghost stories

Dear Sir,—I have not missed an plates (for filling in) were on sal

years. There was one dreadful
when cardboard Meccano

t f

Thanks once again for a rea
great magazine, if you continue to

improve it at the same rate it will

soon be the most popular
magazine in the country.
Doneaster, Yorks. John Edward \

t

issue of the Meccano Magazine for with the invention of
over 40 years, so you may find my Plastic Meccano you have captured Conversion
views on the current production of the youngsters—without messing
interest, as I must be among your about with the real thing—so that Dear Sir,—I am sure than many
oldest subscribers. I would like to it can become model engineering of the Meccano Magazine readers,
congratulate all concerned with the again. I note the comments on ad- have, like myself, felt very frustrated
present Meccano Magazine on a vertisement pages—let us hope you when trying unsuccessfully to " con-
really excellent publication, I do get lots of advertisements, they are vert " a model. I thought, therefore,
not believe in (although I the life blood, no ads.

wrote several ghost stories for pre But 1

war Christmas Meccano
azines !), but one feels

Mag- plcnty

always
of article

sure

no mag i you mig to convey to them
there are this very simple but effective con-

— everyone happy as most of your
somehow—the late Frank Hornby is readers will not understand how
back in charge ! ! You have re- essential advertisements are.

used
pages, to keep version of a double decker 'bus (I

the Minic Motorways Route-
master) to an open-top "

'bus. I used a knife

sea 1 1 tint "

captured the old Meccano Magazine I have about three cwt. of Mec
spirit, as your older readers will cano which still gets used.

appreciate.

The best Meccano Magazines in

my opinion were during the period

1927- 1937, when most of the mag-
azine was devoted to Meccano

Southsea, Hants.

to cut away
the roof just behind the front
windows and in front of the rear

L, C. Pudney. windows, cleaning the edges with
a smooth file. There are then a

balance
couple of other modifications. I

Super Models (and small ones !), Dear Sir,—First may I congratu-
well illustrated contributions of late you on the new Meccano Mag-

removed the upstairs seating unit
together with upstairs walls, I then
made a hole through the downstairs
roof above the platform and

Meccano Mechanisms, pages of azine. It is a great improvement on cemented in place a small piece of
club news (what has happened to the old Mec cano
the Meccano Guild and " HRG "

pages of model railway layouts and format of the last two years.

azme especi- 30 amp fuse wire, as a hand-pole.
ally on that ghastly " picture book " The only other modification is at

items of railway interest. And, of

course, other articles of general in-

the top of the stairs, where three
It amazes me how the new pieces of the roof were used to make

Meccano Magazine has improved. a luggage rack that in reality would
terest too numerous to mention, In fact, the April issue is at least prevent passengers from falling

but always a Meccano magazine
and it's back I

twice as interesting as the January downstairs.
one. Would it not be possible, how I found that the best colour

I note that some of your other ever, to strike a happy balance be- scheme was as folows: horizontal
readers comment on "too much tween slot racing and model railway line above downstairs window; mud-

this is plainly articles? I must be one of the many guards; seating; crest on sides:space jMeccano
ridiculous, those who are not inter- readers

ested in Meccano, lots and lots of

Meccano, are not interested in sup-

is interested in both
hobbies. Before the railway fans
start screaming about " Model

zine, to which I sub- except
colours

seating:

»

porting our Meccano Magazine and Cars " ma
will fade out and let you down, the scribe, may I point out that railway

only ones that will keep you in fans also have their own magazine
business are the Meccano boys of called " Model Railway News." colouring is best.

all ages—no one else ! There have been at least two rail- Farnham, Surrey.
I am pleased to see " Spanner " way articles per magazine, yet only

is still in harness, he must be over one slot racing article has appeared
70 by now I Give him my best so far. This is a bit unfair, don't Outdoor reader

Maroon, Interior (downstairs), body
above maroon line: White. Lower
body: Cream. Interior (upstairs),

Silver. These
can, of course, be altered

to taste, but I feel this layout of

Af. Andrew

wi 1 would like to Bee a return you think ?

to the nickel plated Meccano (or

chromed), no scratched, painted, building section. Personally,

Now onto the Meccano model Dear Sir,—I would like to say
I how much I have enjoyed the new

strips and plates. In the " brass and would not shed a tear if this were to Meccano Magazine, The articles on
silver" days, Meccano

then whenengineering,

green
"

was mode 1

red and
die a quick death, never to appear
again. In fact, I wish that this

Stamp s, Chemistry, Ships, Batten
powered Vehicles, C treat neers

took over (to capture the section were not to appear in the and Electronics have interested me
I know

azine, but
five year olds at Christmas) it be- magazine at all, but then I would most of all

came a constructional toy and in- not buy Meccano Magazine for this is a Modeller's
terest faded to a certain extent there would be no such thing, I will I would like it to have an article

(except by the faithful) through the not be so selfish as to ask that this on outdoor hobbies (I am sure other
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boys would, too). For example : anyone has really found the answer. Meccano Magazine at all, they

Camping, Fishing, Canals, Cycling, As I said, there must be a lot of us would realise that with only four

Youth Hostelling, Gardening (in- who would like to know more pages, it had usually over

eluding pool construction, bird- Brixham, Devon. P. G. Goodier. twice as many isement pages

houses, etc.) and places of historical

interest, etc, I have visited many
old halls, Manor houses and other

historical buildings and enjoyed the

secret passages and hiding places
you very much

Birmingham 20 A. Stacker,

Wide selection

Dear Sir.—After reading the

issue of Meccano Magazine^

Diesel power

Dear Sir,

for the new Meccano Magazine
which is far better than the previous

one.

I have often wondered why it is

that while Meccano motors include

most of the methods of model pro-

pulsion, the most powerful form of
* I a really driving a model for its weight seemsI must congratulate you

super selection of articles. It is even to have been overlooked, I refer,

better than the old Meccano Mag- of course, to model internal com-
azine with perhaps smaller articles bustion engines. There would be no

but more of them, giving a greater point in using this form of power

as the new Meccano Magazine.
Also, these pages were scattered

throughout the magazine.
I have two points to mention

about the new Meccano Magazine*
Firstly, not many people have both

plastic and standard Meccano sets,

as these are for different age groups.

So why not leave out models with
a mixture and devote the space to

more standard Meccano models

—

especially Outfit models. I am not

suggesting leaving out Plastic

Meccano entirely, but please keep
it separate. Secondly, could we

variety of subjects. for static models, as the Meccano
I

gestion

agree
of

with High Beyts* sug- electric motor and a transformer

plans for a larger balsa are quite adequate for this, but it

please have a page entitled " Fire-

side Fun," as it used to be called,

for jokes and puzzles.

Keep u p mag.izme at its

thatboat and 1 was pleased to see

you are planning to do this. I was
reminded of the "Dolphin 16,"

plans for which appeared in the

wo be useful for powering a

the

Meccano car used with a high
reduction gearbox, where an electric

motor with batteries or an accumu-
old Meccano Magazine covering lator or transformer would be cum-
three issues. I built and sailed this bersome. A Meccano car powered

as I expect many other in this way with a drive to the

present excellent standard, and per-

haps we could have more covers

with pictures of large Meccano
models as one reader has already

suggested.

Woking, Surrey. P. J, Benner.

moc
wheels could be run on a tether line

very well indeed.

A diesel engine would be un-
Articles like "Air News 5

' and satisfactory due to cooling require-

readers did, and it was very success-

ful. Could we have som
this, please ?

Ken's series

Dear Sir,—Hav witnessed the

** Britain's New 25KV Railway
System '* are excellent and go to

make the magazine topical, inform-
ative and well worth 2s. 6d.

The cover designs are great. Keep
it up. Once again, congratulations starting device might work
on an excellent publication. No- well. The whole thing might turn

ments, but a small capacity glow-
plug engine such as an 0.049
coupled to a gearbox with a reduc-

tion ratio of r6:i, a fan to provide
some cooling, and a suitable easy

where one another mag- out to be rather expensive, but the

disposal of Mr. J. Stanmore's sug-

gestion by four of your renders. 1

felt a little shaky about letting you
hear my plea. However, courage
has conquered fear, so here goes. I

became a Meccano Magazine reader
when I noticed Ken Wooton's article
" At the Turn of a Wheel " in last

azine which covers such a wide
selection of hobbies.

Chichester, Sussex. M. CoIIinson.

enormous power obtained from it

would almost compensate for this.

Once again, thank you for the new

A usr, 966 issue.

these articles very
I followed

y until the

magazine sed in July 967 I

> * deliehted when I heard that the
magazine.
t ilou center. /. Reid.

M
Old square

Dear Sir,—I am very pleased to Advertisement pages
see the recent revival of Meccano
Magazine and hope that it will add Dear Sir,—I must congratulate

Me ccan
producti

promised to
" goodies " in

was resuming
as Mr. Wooton had
show us some more

re issues. How-
my delight soon turned to di

ppointment when Ken
stimulus to a great hobby.
There must be many it Old

you on the new Meccano Magazine, no1 reappear in

series did

magazine.

previous publishers had made 1 have ted in vain for four

ares " like myself who still own it a very fine magazine and when I

quantities of Meccano of yesteryear,

and I often wonder if anyone has
ever found a satisfactory method of

heard that it was to be restarted, I

hoped the standard would be as

I was more than satisfied

months for the return of

Wheel " and have decided it

for action.

«( The

good. M thu claiim
repainting it by simple means at with the issue. Since then that this is their magazine and that

the of the amateur, No however, it has progressed consider- anyway are two p f

doubt most of us have tried using ably, and this last issue (April) has Dinky News for die cast fans. How
a brush to repaint Meccano, and com me to write and tell you may I point out that Meccan
have also come to the inevitable how superb I think it is. It arrived also make Dinky Toys, and that

conclusion that it can't be done, late yesterday, because of a mistake although Chris Jelley les are

because of paint running through by the Newsagents, when one of my good, they do not mention ob
the holes. I have achieved some favourite television programmes was selete Dinky models or any other

degree of success by cleaning parts on. I smply had to stop watching marques. So, now I appeal to the

down to bare metal, using paint
stripper, wire brush, wet and dr\

paper, etc., and finishing with an
spray paint. However, it's

and read the
In

magazine.
" Workbench " you said that

Editor to bring back " At the Turn
of a Wheel " and I hope that other

some readers complained about the d ca collectors will back mv
large number Of advertisement

very tedious, and I wonder if pages. If they had seen the previous Co. Wicklow, Ireland. D. Cooney
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Harry McDougal

F GREAT-grandmother ever learned to drive it was
probably in an electric car. At the turn of the

century they outnumbered all others.

Developmen i of an electronic piiwcr tystem auto month- Is the

objective ot" a joint project between American Motors and
Gulton Industries. The AM prototype vehicle, the Amitron,
is .! small, three-p-'^'iwer car deigned for sln.ri-h.inl trans-

portation needs. The wedge-shaped experimental cur is 8S

inches long, Hili inches wide and 4H inches high.

A few electric vehicles have remained in service, before requiring replacement sufficient for about two-

part icu la rly for bread
But only recently, and particularly in North America,
has there been increasing interest in them. The prime

milk deliveries, ever since. three years of normal about-town driving.

The West Penn Power Co., a US hydro-electric

company designed the Alletric, a Jeep-like car

reason is that, unlike conventional cars, they emit no using conventional lead-acid batteries. West Penn have

fumes, so cause no air pollution installed outside their head office a standard ng

faults of electric car;*—low speeds and short meter converted into a pay-as-you-use electrical outlet

range—no longer rule them out. Two-car families and envisage a day which such installations will be

have become common. The second car is normally used common.
by housewives mainly for shopping. So why not fill up
with watts ins ot petrol } It's

The Yardney Electric Co., New York, also adopted

and the a conventional approach for its electrically powered

car will last longer. Some electric vehicles recently conversion of a Renault Dauphine. It has a group

retired by the New York Post Office had given good of four silver-zinc batteries; two fore and two aft. They
service for forty years \ are the invention of Henri Andre, a French experi-

mto
One modern electric vehicle that has recently gone menter, and have undergone intense development during

California is the Westinghouse the last few years. The batteries are used in many USetion in

Market te. It was designed especially to provide short- aerospace and undersea applications.

Westingrange transportation in cities and
house has built more than 20,000 golf carts and fork-

The converted Renault has a range of 77 miles and
a top speed of 55 m.p.h. Pressing the accelerator dis-

lift trucks powered by batteries. So designing and connects and reconnects the batteries in various com-
building the Markette required no more than a logical binations to give six forward speeds,

extension of existing technology. The main problem with putting such a vehicle into

depreciation production is the high cost of the batteries. They
(Westinghouse says the vehicle will require no major would only be good for about 40,000 miles, but most

overhauls until it has been in use for at least ten of the cost is for the silver plates and would be recover-

years) should make the Markette ideal for short able. It has been suggested that the batteries could be

journeys. Cruising speed is about 25 m.p.h. and it will rented rather than purchased outright.

Low anee cost and low

travel 50 miles under average conditions before needing
It has a built-in battery charger with a

retractable 12 ft. cord that can be plugged into any
electric outlet.

Ford's entry into the United States all-electric car

the experimental Comuta, built recently in

and now under test in Detroit. It is a tiny

2 plus 2, about half the length of the American
When depleted, the batteries require about eight Mustang,

hours to recharge, Westinghouse estimates that, with The General Atomic Division of General Dynamics,
proper care, they are good for about 600 recharges in collaboration with the Edison Electric Institute, is
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theThese front-and-rear views show
electric car built as a test bed lor motor and
lor its 40-WO miles cruising range before recharge.

stlver>zinc battery pack
control elements.

A standard

with that rivalexperimenting witn a zinc-air battery mat may
the silver-zinc battery in usefulness, but will be

relatively cheap to produce. Prototype zinc-air batteries

now under development are intended as the forerunners

of larger versions capable of use in delivery trucks.

Almost all electrically-powered vehicles use some
kind of battery. But the real breakthrough leading to

mass production of electric cars may be the fuel cell.

It provides power through an electro-chemical reaction.

Gaseous hydrogen is the commonest fuel with oxygen technology.

that powers General Motors lilcctrovair II, an experimental
Its performance is similar 10 a petrol powered Corvatr, except

Chevrolet Corvair can travel 250-301) miles on a tank of petrol.

Dr. Clare P. Stanford, Director of Research at

Allis-Chalmers, has said that when a vehicle powered

by an ammonia fuel cell becomes practical it

probably be designed as a unit developing power equal

to that of a 35 h.p. internal combustion engine. The
car, which Stanford claims could be operating within

five years, would be capable of operating at 45 m.h.p.

over a range of 200 miles. This performance, he con-

rends, is possible with the present state of fuel cell

acting as the oxidizer. Fuel cell power units are noise- Union Carbide has that the car of the

eenerate less heat and toxic fumes than internal future may be a hybrid using nickel-cadmium batteries

combustion engines, and have no moving parts. for heavy work and fuel cells for normal motive power

The idea is not new. Sir Humphrey Davy converted and to keep the batteries fully charged. One pound of

chemical energy into electrical energy back in 1801.

The simple fuel cell he built used zinc and oxygen in an
electrolyte solution.

.

Ailis-Chalmers, which since 1962 has been working "Fill her up, sir?" will have to ask Hydrogen,

on fuel cell research for the United States Air Force, alcohol, propane or ammonia > " and remember to

uid hydrogen would give about the same
ance as one gallon of gasoline. The lay must yet come
when
* Fill

a service station attendant, instead of a plain

some consideration to the problems of a check the oxygenhas "given

vehicle fitted with fuel cells.

The disadvantages are high initial cost, high cost of

fuel (liquid hydrogen contains only one quarter the

energy of the same quantity of petrol) an J excessive

weight. But a fuel cell does not need to be taken

out of service for recharging. It is fed with reactants,

like the fuels used by conventional cars.

Allis-Chalmers built an experimental fuel-cell tractor

which was technically successful. But whereas the

weight of the engine and accessories of a comparable
internal combustion engine would have been about 80
lb., that of the fuel cell installation was about 200 lb.

It has been estimated that a small automobile powered
by fuel cells would require a power unit weighing

500 lb. lilt re than four limes as much as the engines

presently used.
Allis-Chalmers is now on second-gen er-

ation fuel cells which will operate on hydro-carbons.

But most success to date has been achieved with experi-

mental installations intended for aerospace projects,

using ammonia as the fuel

An under-the-hood look at an experimental tractor, developed
by Allis-Chalmers Research laboratories in 1959, shows the

banks of fuel cells which provided the electricity to power this

research vehicle. The engintlcss tractor was presented to the

Smithsonian Institution in 1960, where it is now on display.
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00 Gauge Trackside
and a special built-in adhesive. One pack of Mod-Roc
contains 12 pieces, each measuring 5 in. X 30 in., which
is enough to do quite a lot of

Construction

• • •

Modellin

using plaster reinforced

-j The only
additional equipment required is a pile of old news-
papers and a large bowl of water. One word of
warning before starting: if you value the pleasures of
family Jife, do not operate in the dining room—white'
furniture

off.

is very contemporary, but it will

cloth materials

TTNLESS YOU are modelling the Trans-Siberian^ Railway, or the line that crosses the Nullabor Plain
in Australia, hills on a model railway layout are a bubbles cease. Squeeze gently (do not wring), and

When you have decided where the first hill or em-
bankment is to be (choose a small one for a start) screw
up a quantity of newspaper and moisten it slightly in

the bowl of water. Mould the resultant mass into
roughly the shape you require, and place it in position
on the baseboard,
sticky paper tape.

in 2-3 thicknesses; immerse them, in short lengths, in

the bowl of water for about three seconds or until the

If necessary, hold it in place with
The Mod-Roc should be used

necessity. Take any railway journey in this country lay the wet material over the newspaper "former."
(well, almost any) and you will pass through tunnels Repeat the process, overlapping each successive piece
and cuttings, under bridges and over viaducts; even until the whole area to be landscaped is covered,
in relatively fiat country, the track itself will probably Smooth the surface to exactly the shape you want, and
be raised upon a shallow embankment. Until fairly leave to dry out thoroughly for about eight hours

mentioned thatrecent times, the reproduction of such scenery on a (preferably overnight). It should
railway was a considerable problem, and re- Mod-Roc is hygroscopic before use; it takes up water

quired a great deal of " foundation " work to support and so should always be stored in a dry place.
the hills." These days, however, the use of plaster- So much ordinary solid hills of reasonably
impregnated cloth, moulded over formers of screwed-up small proportions; tunnels present different problems,
newspaper, greatly simplifies what was once a compli- as a hollow space must be left " underground " ~~

cated job for the experts.
to

The photographs show some of the tunnels and
the trains to pass through. On our small layout

we covered the tracks in with a " roof

"

of cheap
embankments we built on a small display layout, using cardboard of the laminated type, in the fond belief that
both Mod-Roc and the similar Beattiplast. These in- this would provide the support
valuable modelling materials are composed of open- It did, but complications arose
work cotton cloth which contains plaster of Paris newspaper and Mod-Roc dried

A demonstration layout that used vast
for transportation

tracksidt vnnstruction
hill top is rem

quantities of Mod-Roe
and the realistic tunnel
is ideal for usin« with

open work
mouth

cotton
entrance!.

cloth
The

wit 1 plaster of Paris.
tunnel portal described

Mod-Roc or lUattiplast constructed hills.

in

covering hill.

As the wet
supporting

Note how the
List month's

etc.
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the laminationscardboard became steadily wetter;

separated, and the whole lot duly collapsed on theto
" trial

"
track, where it was found unexpectedly by a

train ! The Mod-Roc " ground surface/' however*

stood fast, and is firmly in place to this day, with no
means of support underneath whatever.

In the centre of our layout we wanted a large and
impressive mountain, and to add strength to this other-

wise vulnerable feature, we filled in the centre of it

with a weird assortment of old cardboard tubes and
screwed-up newspaper. The resultant mountain has

since proved as solid as the proverbial rock.

Successful scenery on a model railway is usually the

result of keen observation of the real thing on the
Mr

part of the bulider. Always keep your eyes open when
noting the shapes
formations. Have

travelling through the countryside,

of various natural and man-made
you noticed, for instance, that if your train passes

through a chalk. cutting, the sides of the cutting are

probably very much steeper than those of an ordinary

earth one would be ? This is because chalk will stay

firmly in place at a more vertical angle; cutting sides

of earth, at a similar angle, would inevitably slip,

causing a landslide. Rock cutting sides are often even
sheerer still. Always remember that, in real life, the

scenery came first, and the railway much later, and
the path of the railway was literally cut through the

hills and valleys along the route. On our model rail-

ways, the railway must come first, and the scenery

later, and making the whole picture look as though the

reverse was the case is the main battle of the scenic

modeller.
When you have completed the application of the

Mod-Roc, your layout will present a
IS««

it

snow scene and you will feel

very attractive

disinclined to paint
we were ! However, although you may think that

the result looks like Austria in the snow, your friends

will merely mutter " Couldn't be bothered to paint it

even," so paint it you must. Humbroi paints are ideal

for this, and you can supplement these with flock

powder or similar substance, to roughen the surface
texture a little. We do not intend to say much about
colours in this article, as this subject is largely a matter,
once again, of observation. Be

greenthough, not to make your grass too

the nearest plot of grass, preferably in sunlight, and
half close your eyes. It's almost yellow in

it ?

places, isn't

The actual colour varies enormously with the

textur Before painting your favourite hill, practise

on a spare piece of piaster first, and decide what colour
you want. Vertical faces can be made to look like rock
or chalk with a few dabs or streaks of grey or white in
the right places.

After painting,
em I ell ished with

all

HO

the completed landscape can be
trees, fences, telegraph poles, houses

the things which go to make up a scene. In
and N many ready-coloured plastic building kits

are available from the Continental manufacturers like
Faller, Pola and Quick. Trees can be obtained from
Britains or Minitanks or you can have a go at making
your own. Do not overcrowd the scene, as this usually
effectively kills realism; if in doubt, leave it out.

At right, top to bottom.
water for three to four

The cloth is immersed
seconds and gently

in a bowl of
squeezed out, it

rnusi not be wring cd out ! Next, an assortment of tubes and
old junk to act as supports for our centre hill in a display
layout. Next, the cardboard tunnel roofs and newspaper
hill foundation. See text for problems encountered here, the
roof fell right in on us! Right, applying the Mod-Roc
pressing it into the finally required shape over a tunnel portal.
This material takes up to eight hours to fully dry so there is

no need to rush ahead and risk spoiling anything by skimping
to ^ave time. Note the Pola building in the background, we

obtained this from Beatties of South gate.
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Plimsoll Mark" instigated an

outspoken Victorian reformer, has

probably been reatest life saver

of merchant seamen the world over.

by John Mannering

HE MODERN seafarer; it Is no longer well that it would endanger the vessel; but he also
correct to use the term sailor, is extremely fortunate knew that if he refused to put to sea there were plenty

of others waiting to take his place, The crews alsocomapared with his forefathers, in the instruments and
equipment on shipboard which are specially aimed at

maintaining his safety, and that of his vessel
were well aware that their ships often put to sea too

_ heavily laden, but they could not
Tragedies at sea, such as the recent winters loss of and allow others to take their berths.

to go ashore

trawlers in Icelandic waters, will never be
eliminated; for on the sea one is dealing with nature's
cruellest and most powerful elements : wind and water,
and there can never be absolute safety.

But radar, radio, ship-to-shore telephone, radio
direction finders, .accurate time signals, weather fore-
casts, electronic echo sounders, self inflating life-rafts,

increased reliability and power of modern marine
engines, and lifeboat services on most coasts near busy
shipping lanes; ail help to make the lives of those who
go down to the sea in ships less hazardous.

Nevertheless, in spite of all these comparatively
recent

There was also the dubious practice among a few
unscrupulous shipowners of loading a ship to danger
point, insuring heavily the vessel and cargo, secure in
the knowledge that if all went to the botttom, they at
least, would not be the losers,

All these facts were well known in the sea ports of
the country, but it was not until Samuel Plimsoll came
on the scene that anything was done about them.

Born in Bristol in 1824, Plimsoll experienced poverty
as a young man, but eventually, after working as a
solicitor's clerk, managing a brewery, and later estab-

, . . lishing himself as a prosperous coal merchant in
to safety, the one single, simple device London, he became a Member of Parliament in 1868.

JB A m ^ w

which, year by year, saves more ships and their crews
than any other, is the Plimsoll Mark.

Until well past the middle of the nineteenth century
small coasting vessels and deep sea s were loaded
with just as much cargo as the owners or masters
thought fit. And human nature being what it is, many
vessels put to sea grossly overloaded in order to earn

money.
Sometimes if an owner said that so many tons of this cause he was often

ing, no doubt, to his connection with the coal trade
into the port of London, he was only too well aware
of the dangerous practice of overloading ships; and he
was determined to stamp it out.

After a long parliamentary struggle against the vested
interest of the shipowners, he was eventually instru-
mental in the passing of the Merchant Shipping Act
of 1876. During the long years which he devoted to

cargo had to be stowed, the captain might realize full
outspoken and some-

times exaggerated his case but, neverthless, it was only
his drive and enthusiasm which enabled him to achieve
his object.

The most important part of the Act was the stipu
Union that every merchant vessel must carry a line on
her side, which came to be known as the Plimsoll Mark,
indicating a level beyond which the ship must not be
loaded and proceed to sea.

If the mark is submerged below the water, the ship
is too deeply laden. The correct position of the mark
is first determined between the ship's designer and the
Board of Trade.
The present Plimsoll Mark is an interesting and

informative arrangement of short white lines, painted
amidships on both sides of a vessel, and is probably a
familiar sight to many readers.
The illustration shows the mark newly painted on

the side of a small vessel plying north of the tropics.
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At kit: The bust of Samuel Plimsoll on the Victoria Embank-
ment, London, reminds passers-by of his great work fur the
safety of seafarers. At right: A Plimsoll Mark, Ircshly painted
on the side of a small ship, in accordance with the Merchant

Shipping Act.

LR, standing for Lloyds Register, is the main load

line; and the white lines to the right indicate slight

variations of loading level under different conditions.

F shows the level to which the may be loaded
in fresh water. For if a vessel takes her cargo aboard
while berthed in a fresh water canal or a lake, she may
load down to the line marked F, and when she returns

to salt water she will rise in the water until she is back
at the Plimsoll line proper.

S indicates her load level in summer time. This is

the normal level and is the same as the main Plimsoll
line. W indicates that in winter she must not be loaded
quite so deeply on account of the increased risk of
rough weather; and WNA means winter north Atlantic,

where conditions are notoriously bad, calling for a

further reduction of cargo weight and an increase of
freeboard.

If the ship was trading in the tropics there would be
two more lines, TF, tropical fresh, allowing the ship
to be loaded a little deeper than the line F; and TS,
tropical summer, showing a load line deeper than S
but not quite so deep as F. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^M
These slightly deeper loadings in tropical waters are owners and masters could load a ship as and

permitted because on the whole better weather is en- dangerously as they wished, risking seamens' lives and
countered in the tropics. However, if a ship is making the safety of the vessel.

a prolonged voyage across several oceans, she must be
loaded according to the worst conditions she is likely

to encounter, and the north Atlantic in winter calls for
the lightest loading of all.

These markings were all confirmed at the Inter-
national Load Line Convention held in

Victoria Embankment overlooking the

it ebbs and flows to the pulse of the sea

tides stands a

when

moving and dignified memorial to

Samuel Plimsoll, the * seaman's friend.
3

' His rather

sad, bearded face looks out across the Thames which
^^r

he knew as a young man, and from which ships often

sailed overloaded. By his simple, sensible and effective
1930,

maritime nations agreed on regulations for safety at

sea, and are now embodied in our Merchant Shipping device, the Plimsoll Mark, he" caused the shipping in-

Act of 1932. this Act, both the owner and dustry to take the most important step forward to

master are liable to see that the load is maintained and wards greater safety at sea—never to overload a ship,

that the ship does not proceed to sea with the mark When winter gales whistle round the chimney pots,
submerged : further, every vessel must carry a certificate and one can imagine high seas running off our coasts,

stating that she has been surveyed and that the load it must be a reassuring thought to those whose
line

and Load Line Convention.
been marked in accordance with the Safety are connected with seafaring, to know that, thanks to

Thus the shipping fraternity

Samuel Flimsooll, there are no ships struggling for

come a long way survival amid the welter of wind torn seas, carrying
since the mid decades of the nineteenth century, when loads for which they were not designed.

Castilian A
up the English
Plimsoll Mark (Just

modern Hritish cargo vessel makes good speed
Channel bound foi the port of London. Her

visible on the hull beneath the funnel),
well ck ir of the water, would have delighted the eye of the

Victorian reformer.
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B.C. of Mode Ra ways

Above: Interesting track work in Barmouth station with a
locomotive standing in a parcels ba> platform on the left.

Behind the right-hand engine is a trailing crossover.

FIG 1

2
BAY

HEADSHUNT %

Below: A
Hoibrook.

scene at

The scale
station on the layout

is O and the station itself

of the ** island

of Mr, J* L.
is characteristic

>i

LL RAILWAY stations fall into two easily defined

categories;
..

through it
Of

it
terminal.'" There are

a few stations which incorporate both through and
terminal tracks (a good example is Blackfriars, Southern
Region), hut in these cases, each section of the station

is usually considered separately from an operational

point of view.
From the railway modeller's angle, it is difficult to

say which type of station gives the most operational

enjoyment. Whilst the terminus provides the necessity

for turning round trains, and servicing and stabling

locomotives, the through station on a single line rail-

way can provide passing facilities and a goods yard.

Figure z vshows a simple passing station on a single

e, with a loop two platforms. Notice how the

two points are arranged, so that the straight run is

taken in the facing directions (see ABC of Model
Railways for April, 1968) and the curve in the
trailing direction. This means that non-stop trains can
run through the loop at speed with greater safety than
if the points were arranged the other way round. On
the sketch, we have shown the platforms set opposite
each other, on the outside of the loop itself. This was
the usual arrangement in the early days of railways,
but many lines built towards the end of the nineteenth

and early in this century, used the *' island
"century

platform arrangement. A s the name suggests, the
platform was placed between the tracks; the advantages
of this system was that it saved money in wages, as
fewer staff were needed to deal with trains, as the
trains all, in effect, called at same Only
one set of station buildings and shelters was needed,
and buffet facilities could be used conveniently by
passengers waiting for both " up " and << down *t

trains

Figure 2 shows a simple terminus layout which has
become a classic with model railway enthusiasts over the
years. There must be thousands of layouts based on
this theme, with minor variations. This particular
layout is not intended to represent Waterloo or Euston,
but a small country terminus of the sort that is be-
coming all too rare these days. Passenger facilities are
provided by just one platform, with a small K bay "

behind it for parcels and milk traffic, and possibly an
extra passenger train on " Summer Sundays." There
is a single-siding goods yard, mainly for coal traffic,

and a run round loop; the latter is an essential part of
all termini, as it allows the engine of an incoming
train to be released from its train, and run round it to
the other end, whereupon the train can depart again
with the same engine. At large termini, the situation
is somewhat different, as it is unusual for the locomotive
which brought a train in, to take it out again, and at

some such stations, run-round loops are not provided.
Instead, the empty stock is taken
sidings by the station pilot, a locomotive which " lives
at the station all day and makes itself generally useful.
When designing a model terminus, based on Fig. B,

there are
' - - • • •

" neck "

back to the carriage

several points to bear in mind. First, the
of the run-round loop (y) must be long

enough to accommodate your longest locomotive, to
allow it to run back over the crossover and past its

train. An uncoupler at point x is a good idea, as it
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\

Rack in the days of st im a local train starts from IV itrborough
the li-vout here is unusual as the klt-!i,uid track ifMai ton; layout Here is unusual as

served by two platform Facet.

without interfering at all with passenger traffic. Track
q is called a " headshunt."

Figures A and B are both very simple versions of

The length of the platform road itself must also be typical track layouts found at stations. Both can be

makes the whole operation of running round the train
" untouched by human hand " and bound to impress

visitors.

of ample length to your longest train without elaborated upon in model form; A, for instance, has no
fouling the points at either end. Incoming goods trains goods facilities in our sketch, but it easily could have,

are dealt with in a rather different way. On arrival, A simple tiding, running behind one of the platforms

the train is routed, not into the passenger platform, and possibly a headshunt running parallel to the main
but on to l he run-round loop itself. The engine can line, would complete the picture. Do not be tern

then run round the wagons via the platform road; now to include too much trackwork in a small space; it is

it is at the back end of the goods train, ready to shunt always very tempting to include just one more siding,

the various wagons into either of sidings a or b. If a but that siding will probably be one too many. Include

track q is provided, long enough to hold the complete only trackwork which is necessary and you will be

train, then shunting operations can be carried out following real railway practice.

These
topical
little

views of G. Williams EN gauge layout show how a

model terminus can be developed on a baseboard
over two feet wide. Only a single platform is provided

with the goods yard behind. The locomotive shed can be seen
in the background of the left-hand picture.

*
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Humbrol Ltd.j Aerosol Spray Packs

Humbrol Ltd.* of Hull t manufacturers
of Humbrol enamel paint and Brit fix ad-
hesives, have decided !o market all their

Britfix adhesives under the Humbrol
Trade name. This
Ljndliallj and
end of this

und e r

change will take place
will be completed at the

year.
completed at

Humbrol enamel Is

now available in Aerosol Spray Packs
and this is a brand new Humbrol pro-
duct. These sprays can now be used
straight onto Polystyrene plastic kits and
arc to be recommended. There is no
need to worry about brush or finger
marks on your model any more; just

carefully mask the areas you want att-

ainted and apply the fine spray. Hum-
rol also market both matt and gloss

dear Pol yurethane paint in Spray Packs
and this makes an ideal fuel proofer
coating, but make sure your workroom
is warm and dry, or it may blush and
dry with a white misty finish.

V.LP. Stock Car Racing.
Price £7 19s. Od.

V.LP. pioneers in the model car racing
world have developed a very new and
pretty exciting angle to the hobby, stock-
car racing. The system V\L1\ have de-
veloped allows two cars to race on one
lane, each independently controlled,
is made possible by the use of electric
motors and other equipment especially
produced for this job, The cars are
fitted with powerful springs* which
held up under the body by a catch, These
catches protrude outside the rear of the
body shell. The pursuing car can ram
the leading one, depress the button,, re-
lease the spring and wham ! The car
is thrown off the track and cannot be
replaced until the spring is once again
secured underneath the car. The trans-
former needed to operate the cars is

so neither the transformer nor the
cars could be raced with the norma! types
of slot cars, or used in conjunction with
i he normal 12
track, however, is

all V.LP. slot car sets

volt transformer.
the

The
common to

is possible
type

r P
so it

to interchange or combine the two.
for the set is £7 19s, od. and the special
transformer is available at £1 19s. od.

Price

Airfix Hannover World War I

Price 2s. 6d.Fighter,

Pride of the Hannover railway wagon
workSp the CL ina v was one of Ger-
many^ most successful two-seater fight
aircraft of the Fim World War. Brought
into service in 191 7* the Hannover CL
it la was a relative latecomer* but proved
to be fast and manoeuvrable and almost

tough as the more down-to-earth Han-
novcrsche Wagonfahrik products. Thus
it was hard to shoot down and the 500
produced by the time of the Armistice
won the respect of Allied air aces. An
unusual feature of the Hannoveria was
its narrow biplane tail which afforded the
rear gunner a wide field of fire. Fuselage
mounted grenade racks were fitted for
ground attack missions.

All the details of the CL uia, its crew
and equipment arc incorporated in more
than 30 polystyrene parts in the kit. Even
the texture of the wing fabric is simu-
lated. Detailed building instructions,
directions for painting the CI- nta*s
multi-coloured camouflage pat tern and a
set of marking transfers arc also included.

At left: The V.I. P. Stock-car Racing
let as received for review, well packaged
with a dynamic host-top. Below, the two
cars supplied with the outtit. Note the
front steering and ** crash *' spring* The
release catch can be easily seen at the
back of the car. At right: The s

transformer is teen with the hand con-
troller's cars and connector.

Scalextric Ferrari and Lotus 38.

Price £3 17s, 6d. each.

Those of you who have an interest in

slot cars will be pleased to hear that
we've had the

to
opportunity to review a

couple of ready-to-race 1/24 scale Grand
Prix models manufactured by Scalextric.
They are a little on the expensive bide

at first glance, at £3 i7s* 6d. each, but
in view of their looks and performance
are undoubtedly good value for money.
The first box we opened was that con-
taining the Ferrari Formula 1 type. The
body shell is a very clean and well fin-

ished injection moulding in Ferrari Red
team colour and has racing number trans-
fers, etc., on it, The driver is completely
painted and apart from the knees down,
complete. He sits in a racing type seat,

clutching a chromium plated wheel which
is mounted in front of a super-detailed
instrument panel. All the suspension
details (including coil springs on the rear)
are included and arc chromium plated.
The engine, exhausts and gearbox (which.
as you may know, is at the extreme rear
of the car) are moulded in complete detail

and authentically coloured, the engine
chrome, the exhausts copper/chromed,
and the gearbox metallic silver. The
wheels are well reproduced with s

inserts, just like the real thing. On
power side, we find
metal chassis with
arm. The motor
Japanese tin-can one
many of the better

a very strong cast-
fall -away pick-up

is a very potent
(a 26D type) which
club- racing types

favour. The gears arc bevelled (the best
kind of gears for model car racing) all

adding up to a very reliable and

The other model we received was an
Indianapolis Special (also i/24th). The
body shell on the model is moulded in
dark green, and this model also features
plenty of details like the Ferrari, Due to
the type of car, the engine details arc not
shown, thus making it slightly less

glamorous looking than the Ferrari. It
is, however, a very good mode] and makes
up for a lack of chromium, etc, in other
ways. It has, for instance, a very
attractive red exhaust system, which looks

i
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J ike a pile of snakes I Large chromium
petrol and oil tiller caps on the

ody, and larger wing mirrors than the

Ferrari, give it a very attractive appear-
To sum up on these two models,

realistic and very,
ance.
very attractive,
very fast,

fers.

up
very

Above The two 1/24th
Prix models manu fatty red
The Ferrari is on the

scale Grand
by Seal L-x trie.

left and theis on
Indianapolis Special on the right.

At extreme left, the Airfix Hannover CL
Ilia. A really tough tighter [hat won
the ruspect of the allied air Ace* in

World War One. At right,

gram Junkers Ju 87G-1
actual markings for the tank

flown by Ulrieh Rudel
Russian Front.

version

Mono-
\% i t li

buster
on t he

lu 87G-1Monogram J linkers

Stuka. Price 23s, 3d,
The latest addition to Monogram's

£ in. scale World War Two aircraft kits

is the Junkers Ju 87G-1 Stuka dive
bomber. The Stuka attained more
notoriety than must 0! the other aircraft

in the arsenal with which Germany
launched the Second World War. It was
in continuous service from 1938 up to

the close of the War, and its distinctive

lines and shrill screech were synonymous
dive-bombing. Fitted with two

mm. cannons, the G version was
highly successful as a

* 4 tank-buster " on
the Russian Front toward the end of the

war. The actual aircraft die kit is based
on was that flown by Ulrieh Rudel,
destroyer of 500 tanks on the Russian
Front, The model features an opening
canopy, rotating wheels and propeller,

completely detailed cockpit interior with
pilot and gunner figures, two 37 mm*
anti-tank cannon and full colour transfers

depicting RudeFs aircraft. The unusual
wing flaps are moulded onto the wings
for ease of assembly.

with
37

Heinkel He 177A-5 Heavy Bomber
from Airfix. Price 9s, 6d.
More Heinkel He 177 "Grief"

(Griffon) heavy bombers were said to be
lost through flying accidents than through
enemy action in World War Two* The
" Grief " was the only German heavy
bomber 10 go into large-scale production,
but it was dogged from its inception by
design problems that were never effec-

tively solved. Fire frequently broke out
in the twin engines that drove each
propeller. And the heavy aircraft—it

needed a double undercarriage—was hard
to handle in the air and caused heavy

after it was con

in
crew losses.

Finally, six years
ceived, the He 177A-5 played an effective

role in the mass raids on London in 1944*

The accurate Airfix scale model of the

impressive-looking <4 Grief M captures

every detail in more than 160 polystyrene
parts. The model has a wingspan of

nearly 18 in, and features movable con-

trol surfaces, guns and three Hensche!!
Ha 293 guided missiles. Full assembly

i

An underside view of the Scalexiric l/24th scale Ferrari gives

one same idea of the tremendous quality of this car. Note the

bevelled gears on the back axle, competition type tin-can

motor, ami rall-awav pick-up arms, These cars must be seen
to be appreciated.

and painting instructions and a sheet of

ten marking transfers are included.

The Observer's Book of Auto-
mobiles. Published by Frederick

Warne & Co. Ltd. Price 6s.
This, the 1968 edition of the above

book edited by L. A- Manwaring, is a

completely revised version with all the
latest information on current models
from many countries including France*
Japan, Italy and Canada, It contains
information on 150 makes with over 270
photographs, 45 line sketches and 70
makers 1 badges. It also has a very
interesting, but brief, history of the

automobile and how it works. There is

also a list of number plates and a glossary

of technical terms. We were very im-
pressed with the Japanese cars which,
at the moment, are little known over
here in Great Britain. One of the most
interesting descriptions is that of the

Lamborghini P.400 Muira Sports
Coupe, With its 12 cylinder V form-
ation engine developing 350 brake horse-
power or 430 brake horsepower (sprint

version)* its top speed is 186 or 200
m.p.h. and this is a road car ! All this

fmm a 4 litre engine too. Only 41! in*

high it has superb looks, retractable

headlights and—-wait for it—a 19-8

gallon fuel capacity, some car I

The Observers Book of

AUTOMOBILES

Above: The
Automobile!
oney and is

rary. Below:

Litcm Observer*! Book of
is very good value for

luitcd to everyone** lib-

The Heinkel He 177*

t
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AN

KIT •

The
findings

Editor reports on
and methods

his

after

constructing a stereo record
player by kit

HAVE YOU ever considered constructing your own electronics to understand it. Unpack the components

record player, tape recorder or radio for use in very carefully and check each one off on the compon-
your home ? The chances are you haven't, so read on. ents list as you remove it from the packing, do not

Most people who read the electronic kit manufacturers throw my packing away until this operation has been

advertisements are immediately put off as they have completed, as some small parts can easily be^ overlooked,

little or no electrical knowledge and a theoretical circuit during the rush to see just what's in your kit.

diagram scares them to death. This is quite natural, An extremely easy way of storing the components is

and it's the fear of the unknown causing this reaction, shown with the leads of resistors and capacitors inserted

but this is easy to overcome. We decided to construct into the edge of a cut-down corrugated cardboard box.

a fairly advanced kit and report our findings for benefit their values can be written on the cardboard next to

of the many adult Meccano Magazine readers and the each component. Moulded egg cartons make very

fathers who always read their son's magazines. handy trays for storing nuts, bolts, washers, etc. See

Our selection

After studying the various
that the Heathkit Model SRP-i Portable Transistor

page 330 for illustration.

ues we decided

Stereo Record Player Kit made
Gloucester, was the ideal choice.

Soldering
One point that does need special care is soldering.

aeainstDaystrom Ltd,, of Providing you can identify all of the

everyone has the pictorial illustration and use a small soldering iron

a portable radio, but man v will still be saving up for reasonably to fairly well you will have

a record player, especially a stereo portable. For the trouble in constructing a kit.

no

technicaUv minded the total music power output of must have good soldered connections. About
both channels is 4.5 watts, through two 8 x 5 in. 9° per cent of all failures in this type of kit are related

permanent magnet s The overall size is 27 in. soldered connections. If you are not expen-
at soldering, a few minutes' practice with somewide x 14} in, high x y§ in. d^cp and it weighs 35J lb.,

there are three controls, volume, balance and tone on odd lengths of wire will be helpful. A small

the case with the on, off, play, reject, multiple control

being incorporated into the automatic B.S.R. Monarch
soldering iron (about 25 watts with a -J in. or J in. tip

diameter) is ideal for circuit board work and all chassis

record changer. The all transistor amplifier, two 8 x 5 connections. Tags and wires must be clean and free of

in. speakers, and record changer unit are housed in a wax, frayed insulation and other foreign substances

modern cabinet of robust construction that comes com- before they are soldered. Use only enough solder to

it is not necessary to

Position
pletely finished including leather cloth covering. You thoroughly wet the connection;

only have to install the electrical components and fill the entire hole in a terminal with solder.

record Changer unit m it. The changer is mounted on thfi work SO thai gravity lends tO keep ihc solder where

a swing down platform, which effectively conceals and
protects the changer unit when not in

you want it and

vidin access
use, while pro-

to the controls when in the playing

the soldering iron tip clean by
wiping it from time to time with a cloth. We used a

Her Temperature Controlled TCP-i soldering irone

position. One loudspeaker enclosure is detachable from with a PU-i transformer designed for use with the

the main cabinet so that good separation of the speakers TCP-i iron, incorporating a holder for the iron, and a

may be obtained for the optimum stereo effect, four to small wiping sponge to keep the tip clean. Any poorly

six foot separation is recomended. The detachable soldered joints should be reheated until the solder flows

speaker enclosure may be simply clipped to the main smoothly. Excess solder should be removed by reheat-

cabinet for transportation or the playing of non stereo ing the connection and allowing the excess to flow onto

mono records.

Read and learn

the iron. In some cases it may be necessary to add a

little more solder to obtain a smooth, bright appearance.
Resin cored solder is supplied with the kit and this

In a kit of this nature the first thing to do is read type of solder must be used for all soldering. The
the instructions booklet very thoroughly; do not unpack equipment will not be serviced if acid core solder or

the components right away. The Daystrom Heathkit paste fluxes have been used. If additional solder is

32-page, 8£ x 11 in. size booklet is very easy to under- needed be sure to purchase resin core (60:40 or 50:50
stand and you do not need to know anything about tin/lead content) radio/electrical solder.
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At left, in heading
Heaihkit Stereo
detach v 1 1 jnd
Above, an
changer as supplied
amplifier mounted on
and volume controls
board work i* quire
instructions. At far
seen mounted with

photograph* the completed Daystrom
Record Player with one of the speakers

the swing-down platform in the playing position.
underside view of the B.S.R. Monarch record

in the kit. At right* the completed
a Dural chassis with the tone, balance
bolted in position. The printed circuit

easy providing one Follow* the explicit

*«, the completed amplifier board is

one of the sneakers on the cloth-coveredspea
panel board. Below, a few hints and dps <m how to work on
printed circuit boards as illustrated in the instruction booklet.

Circuit board basics

Before attempting any work on the circuit board the
observation of a few basic precautions will ensure
proper operation of the unit when first switched on.
Proper mounting of the components on the board is

on the board. Apply more solder if necessary and allow
it to flow smoothly over both surfaces, when this is

achieved, quickly remove the iron. Sufficient solder
must be used to surround and adhere to the component
lead on all sides, but the possibility of an unwanted
bridge between adjacent conductor areas whether by

essential for good performance. A good general rule to solder or an excessively long component lead must not
follow is that all components on the printed circuit be overlooked.
board should be tightly mounted to the board, unless

It is important that no

the instructions state otherwise, All wires should be
should occur during cooling off, otherwise a

movement

joint
kept as short as possible to minimise the effects of stray trouble. After

Cold
will occur which will sooner or later give

wires and shorts. Proper and improper methods of
mounting are illustrated,

Tubular capacitors and resistors have to have their
wires bent to fit and disc capacitors normally require no
preparation unless the tags are bent, in which case
they can be
ponents should have their leads bent outwards to retain
them in position, with each lead being cut about \ in.

from the board and dressed flat against the foil, making

a group of components, each
and every joint must be examined to ensure that
joint is

no

straightened

and by comparing with the illus-
tration, that no solder bridges, dry, cold or otherwise
imperfect joints have been made. This is very im-

. , . - - « ^ portam as a higher percentage of failures occur for
with a pair of pliers. Com- these reasons than for any other. If solder is accident-

sure it does not extend beyond the conductor area.
The technique of soldering leads to a circuit board

is quite simple. Position the tip of a soldering iron so
that it firmly contacts both the circuit board foil and
the wire or tag to be soldered. The solder should be
placed between the iron and the joint to be soldered,
hold the tip of the iron in place until the solder has
" welded " both the component lead and the foil pattern

PROPER MOUNTING
.

•.V

ally bridged across insulating areas between conductors,
it can be cleaned off by heating the connection carefully
ind quickly wiping the solder away with a soft cloth.
Holes which become plugged can be cleared by heating
the area immediately over the hole while gently pushing
the lead of a resistor through the
opposite side, and withdrawing before the solder re-
hardens. Do not force the wire through; too much
pressure before the solder has time to soften may
separate the foil from the board. If the foil does
become damaged, a break can be rejoined with a small

Iniulotffig oreo
between cendue ton

Bond wirei of each component lo keep fh#m from

falling out when the board I* turned

Bond wires cloie

fo body

GOOD SOt OE RED

6AO CONNECTIONS

»>

1 old or on

wira only

toldor on

foil onl *

wiro mov#?d

during cooling

no wire »old*r and wire

bridges
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piece of bare wire soldered across the gap or between

care and patience
the foil and the head of a component.

These then are the golden
good soldering and the explicit following of all instuc-

tions, no matter how basic they may seem. You can

construct an electronic kit quite easily » as the

professional*) who make T.V/s, radio's, etc., and do
all the soldering are usually girls who have been trained

in a few days to use a soldering iron, and you have the

great advantage of constructing your kit for the pleasure

of it; to them it's work ! Read on and see how the

Editor fared constructing the test Heathkit Stereo

Record Player,

This simple holder is

made by cu tting
corrugated cardboard
box to the shape
shown and la in-
valuable For storing
transistors and resis-

Iheir values
may be written
against them on the
box. Note how the
old egg carton is used
to store odd nuts,
bolts and mechanical

components.

tors.

experiences
Firstly, all components were checked off and

identified in the very comprehensive instruction manual.
struction started with the amplifier circuit board,
this we soldered all the resistors, transistors and covered panels. This completes most of the complicated

capacitors checking each one off the pictorial illustra work, it just remains for the record changer, which is

tions in the handbook as we went along. The values a self contained unit, to be wired in, the other speaker
were easy to identify as the colour code is listed for is added and wired to the main case speaker. You may
each component. With the circuit board think we are skipping complicated parts over very
complete it was mounted onto the Dural chassis with lightly, but this is not the case, it really is as easy
the three controls in place, tone, volume and balance.
This was also quite easy and all parts fitted

as this.

The cabinet is very nicely finished in two/tone
very well. When assembled, six sheet copper transitor leather cloth and all of the components fitted without
heat sinks were added, four of them being bolted to the any forcing or undue trouble. Before the great moment
chassis, We made an error here by cutting some tran comes to switch on, check everything, as a misplaced
sistor leads too short (who said we can't read), but new wire or transistor can cause a lot of damage to other
transistors were soon supplied by Daystrom. Two more
resistors and capacitors were then added to the chassis

components. Our player worked fine, with crisp sound
from both base and treble speakers and it's surprising

circuit control unit and the three controls wired to the how members of the family tell guests and visitors how
printed circuit. You have to be careful not to solder
each wire separa as you add them : some terminals
have as many as four wires on them and these should
all be soldered at

you made it, yet they may not say it to you direct 1

For those who have trouble or have any faulty com-
ponents (we did not), Daystrom have an excellent

the instructions are quite Technical Consultation Service with skilled professional
explicit here. Reverting to the transistors for a moment, trouble shooters always ready to advise you. They also
take very great care to make sure they are correctly run a factory repair service so you can return the
mounted, it's easy to get the leads the wrong way round,
we know, we did !

once;

completed kit to them if all systems aren't functioning
properly.

At £27 15s. od. for the complete kit this may be out
speaker panel from the main cabinet, also remove the of the reach of many, but for those that can afford it

detachable end speaker. A mains transformer is in- ue can wholeheartedly recommend it, it would cost

The next step in the operation is to remove the

set comnailed in the rear of the main cabinet speaker area, an far more to purchase a

electrolytic capacitor and a terminal strip. These are quality in the shops. Perhaps you have been thinking
wired up to the chassis/circuit board and then to the of something like this, let us convince you, it's good
speaker which is mounted on the removable fabric fun and a week of evenings will see it finished !

<

Hi » leftdo's and den'ts of soldering terminal connection*;. Above, left to
right; firstly attach the end of the wire to tin- terminal. Next, place
(he flat side of the soldering iron tip against the connection; the tip should
touch both the wire and the terminal. Next, place the solder against the
soldering iron tip and the connection; the solder will melt and How into the
connection. Lastly, remove the solder and then the iron from the con-
nection; do not remove the wires until the connection has hardened.
Check the connection, a good soldered joint should look smooth and bright.

At left, two illustrations to show how a soldered joint should not look.

A poor or * cold ' solder connection will usually look crystalline and have
a grainy texture, or the solder will stand up in a blob and will not have

adhered to the connection.
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on

by
J.

A. Mackay

NE OF the lour stamps

29 commemorates the

made by Captain Cook to

issued on
epic voyages

a skilful map-maker and, in spite of his poor education,

became a mathematician and astronomer of some

which began standing. His observations of the solar eclipse in

exactly 200 years ago. Cook received scant recognition August 1766 brought him to the attention of leading

during his lifetime, but to him is due the credit

giving Britain an empire
the American colonies had

in the Pacific so soon
turned their backs

scientists in England and in May 1768 he was pro-

moted to lieutenant and given command of an expedition

to the South Pacific to observe the transit of Venus.

mother country. The exploits of Captain Cook have

been recorded on stamps before and quite a sizeable

collection of stamps in this theme can be formed.

In fact, Captain Cook was portrayed on a stamp in

the very first set of adhesive postage stamps ever

produced by a government

1-1 set on the Endeavour in August 1768 and
reached Tahiti the ving April. Having observed

administration the

the transit he explored the South Pacific and spent

six months charting the coasts of New Zealand. His
map, together with his portrait and a picture of his ship,

were featured on the id. stamp issued by New Zealand

series issued by New South Wales in 1888 to mark the in 1940- The 3d. stamp in the Christchurch Exhibi-

centenary of the colony. James Cook was born in tion set of 1906 and the 2s. stamp in the 1935 definitive

humble circumstances on October 28, 1728, in the series showed Cook landing at Poverty Bay.

village of Marton, near Cleveland, Yorkshire, where From there he sailed on to Australia, whose eastern

his father was a farm labourer. Young James had a shores he chartered carefully and named New South

very elementary schooling before being apprenticed, at Wales, after a supposed resemblance to Glamorgan.

to a haberdasher in Staithes, near New South Wales portrayed him on the 4d. stamp of
" One Hundred Years '* series of 1788. Captain

of adventurous spirit and some time later he entered the Cook was also portrayed on the 7s. 6d. stamp in

the age of 12, w « i^.^^*™^ **. MU*.U».^
Whitby, This employment seemed too tame for a lad

employment of Messrs. Walker, shipowners of Whitby. Australia's last definitive series before decimal currency

For 14 years James Cook served in the coastal was adopted; the same design is now in use as a 75c.

shipping trade, sailing as far as Norway and the Baltic, stamp. Cook sailed through the Dutch East Indies

but also gamins a close acquaintance with the sea- and returned to England via the Gap* p! Good Hope.

ports of Britain. During this period he progressed His exploits earned him promotion to commander and

slowly and uneventfully, eventually gaining his mate's an appointment to a second expedition to explore the

great southern continent. In July 1772 he set out fromIn i~n> he joined the Royal Navy and, after four
andyears' service, was given his first command, the sloop Plymouth with the Resolution and the

Grampus. In 1759, as master of the Soiebayt he was spent the next three years exploring the South Pacific

responsible fur sounding and surveying the St and Antarctica. He covered more than 60,000 miles,

Lawrence River and acting as pilot to General Wolfe's discovering islands ranging from New Caledonia in

expedition which scaled the of Abraham and Polynesia, to South Georgia in the Antarctic, and yet

took Quebec from the French. The bicentenary of this mana to return to England with the loss of one

battle was commemorated by a Canadian stamp in 1959 man only. He stamped out scurvy by making his crews

and this could form the introduction to a collection of suck

Cook stamps.
Subsequently he was appointed marine surveyor of

Newfoundland and Labrador under Governor Palliser,

his former naval commander. He won a reputation as

limes, hence the nickname ** lime-juicer " or

limey " applied to English seamen.
Cook reached England in July 1775 and was immedi-

Continned on page 341
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This picture clearly stio\<.x the shape of the buttresses on the
up-stream side of the Clywedog Dam* This shows construction

during March 1967.

THE NEW
DAM IN MID

WEDOG
WALES

Edward G. Hodgkins
The
size

nearly completed dam in June 1967, shows its

and depth. Such an enormous structure is

contain eleven million gallons of water.

tremendous
essential to

POR MANY years there have been two growing
- problems in the Severn Valley, In the winter
months the heavy rainfall in the mountains of Mid-
Wales swells the many streams that converge on the
upper Severn. This in turn raises the level of the
river to such an extent that towns such as Newtown,
Shrewsbury and as far downstream as Tewkesbury

event occursand Gloucester suffer flooding,

every year and, apart from the misery caused in in-
habited areas, it also leaves farmland under water for

months on end.

No sooner have the floods subsided than the
appeals go out

the river.

for economy in the use of water all

Garden hoses are banned, just when
i»v |hmvii« hwvu watering, etc., etc. Then, in 1963,
an Act of Parliament was introduced in an attempt to

gardens

improve the situation by a dam high up in

the mountains of Montgomeryshire to control the flow
of the river. This Act empowered 13 water authorities
in the area together with the Severn River Authority
to combine to form the Clywedog Reservoir Joint
Authority. This group would then construct a giant
buttress dam across the River Clywedog, a tributary
of the Severn, thereby increasing the daily ration of
water allowed for each member.
The River Clywedog runs through some of the

bleakest, most desolate areas of Mid-Wales to meet the
Severn near the quiet town of Llanidloes. There is

no other town for miles and so it became necessary to
a camp to house the contractors near the con-

struction site. Very few major projects in Britain can
have been conceived so far from civilisation.

The Plan was to flood a deep, winding valley in the
mountains above Llanidloes and, by means of giant
sluices in the heart of the dam, regulate the flow of
water into the Severn, Roadworks for the project were

while main site work on
. The dam was1

started in November,
the dam was begun
completed late in 1967, but" a great deal of clearing-up
and landscaping of the area still remains to be done.
The buttress dam is the tallest in Britain, being

237 ft, high above foundations (the crest being 927 ft.

above sea level). The crest length is 600 ft. and some
230,00 cubic yards of concrete were used in the con-
struction. The reservoir behind the dam will, when full,

miles long and will contain 11,000 million
gallons of water.
The concrete was fed to the top of the dam by an

overhead cableway, which was sabotaged early in 1966
to the project. This had the effect of

be six

putting the completion date back by several months
and afterwards a very strict security watch was kept
all over the site.

About 15 miles of new roads have been built together
with two new bridges, owing to the flooding of existing
roads. Also a secondary dam 35 ft. high and 600 ft.

long has been built to contain the reservoir at a low
point part-way up the valley. The total cost of the
project will be of the order of £4}- million.

It is intended that, as far as possible, water released
through the dam will be fed through an 80 kW turbine
(for generating power for use in the dam) and a 500
kW turbine (to feed the public supply system).
To cater for the considerable public interest expected,

extensive car parks are being provided, together with
sailing and fishing facilities. The area is being planted
with selected trees and shortly what was once a dark,
empty valley will have become another popular Welsh
beauty-spot.

With acknowledgements to the Consulting Engineers:
Sir William Halcrow & Partners, and to the
Contractors: Reed & MalUk Limited,
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by A. W. Neal

station.
aT^HE FIRE chiefs at the turn of the century must

-- surely have looked upon the steam-driven fire

engine with some speculation. It was a complete break- 60 or •

away from the four-in-hand horse-drawn vehicle with controlling factor in the adoption of this new approach

The maker's claim that the engine could turn out in

seconds from an alarm would have been a

its reliability and quick turn-out.
Such a fully mechanised pump was brought out by

to fire-fighting at that time.

The Fire King's reign was, however, a short onej it

Merryweather and Sons Limited in 1899, Steam power lasted but four years. The petrol-driven motor car was
had already been applied to the pump, but with this making its impact on road transport and was ideally
vehicle steam was given a second duty, that of propul
sion. The Fire King pictured here was described by
the makers in the following terms

if

is so designed that the pumps may be easily thrown in

suited to this particular application. Nevertheless, such
important fire brigades as Brighton, Johannesburg,

machinery Singapore, Santiago and many others adopted the Fire

or out of gear, and the crankshaft geared on to a
countershaft from

King.

w
the engine are driven

Our picture shows the Fire King to have followed
hich the rear running wheels of closely the traditional lines of the horse-drawn engine

cog wheels and chains The
boiler can be fired by petroleum, the oil being carried _ _
in two large tanks placed between the frames under the Captain are exactly as in horse-drawn engines. It is

with a vertical boiler and a fire step at the rear for the
Engineer. The high front seats for the driver and the

driver's seat* A special burner of latest design is fitted, stmnge with such a new approach (for the era) to fire
and the water in the boiler being kept at low pressure
by gas or other heatin IT

ft-
arrangements in the fire

vehicles that its centre of gravity was not

Our
into

Pi depict! one of ihc Motor Fire Kings introduced
service during 1899* Photo courtesy—Merrywt-ather and

Sunt Limited, the original manufacturers*
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John W. R. Taylor Meccano Magazine's
Air Correspondent describes justown

some of the great advances pioneered by
the Royal Air Force during its first 50 years

\Y7HEN THE Royal Air Force puts its first squadron
** of Hawker Siddeley Harrier strike aircraft into

service, this will represent the greatest advance in

firepower for an ability to operate in places where there
were no airfields.

The key to success in modern warfare is close team-
military aviation since the introduction of the jet-engine, work between air and ground forces; and this is why

Since the R.A.F. was formed, in April 1918, the th ^ Harrier is so important. Being able to take off
speed of its fastest combat aircraft has increased ten- and land vertically, it can go almost anywhere that an
fold, from
sound,
machine

m.p.h. to more than twice the speed of armv

ower has grown from a pair of Vickers factory yards, platforms on ships
uns, or a clutch of 1 12 lb. bombs, to batteries

fights^ operating from beaches, jungle clearings*

any other fairlyor
fiat, clear space. Within seconds of having a target

of deadly air-to-air missiles which home automatically pointed out to them, pilots can be airborne and speeding
on their target, and the hydrogen bomb. But there have into action—offering the kind of ground-attack support
been times when air force leaders would willingly have of which army commanders dream-
exchanged ^ome of the speed and devastating No other air force has an aircraft like the Harrier *

Above: The Future of the R.A.F. lies,

without doubt, in closer ca-opL*raiion
with Ground Force* and Field Com-
manners. The Hawker Siddeley Harrier,
vertical take-off and landing, reconnais-
sance aircratt, pictured hurt1 for the first

time in its operational cuniciullage, Is

now in production for the Royal ,

I
;
11 ree

.

At left:

Vickers
the
the

An ambulance version of
\ urn on, as used in Iraq in

early 1920V Vernon s were used 10
pioneer the Cairo-Baghdad airmail ser-
vice* Powered by two 450 h.p. Napier
Lion engines this one belonged to No.

45
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At A Meteor F3 of No. fil6

No. H16 Squadron were the
jet tighter squadron iji the world

go into action, on July 27th
(lying attacks against the V.I,
bumbfi, while stationed at R.A.F.

ton in Kent.

right:

Squadron,
lirst

to 1944,
tlying
Man-

Uiow

:

which
The -Supormarinc

a contestant
S.5. No.

the
219
1927was a contestant in

Schneider Trophy Race mid came second.
This aircraft had a top speed of 320
m.p.h. and was powered by a 878
Napier Lion engine. No. 220, its sister

aircraft, won the race.

h.p.

combining the go-anywhere capability of a helicopter All this changed in 1921. The R.A.F. decided to

with the speed and firepower of a jet-fighter; but it is fly its replacement aeroplanes from Egypt to Iraq, to

nothing new for the R.A.F. to lead the world, tech- save time. The traditional caravan route between
nically or operationally. Throughout the whole of its Damascus and the Euphrates could not be followed, as

first 50 years it has pioneered new ideas, most of which much of it passed through territory over which British

have later benefited airline flying as well. military aircraft were banned. So the R.A.F. simply
An early example of this was the desert air mail ploughed a furrow right across the southern part of the

service which the R.A.F. started in the Middle East, Syrian desert, which is not very sandy, and pilots used
less than three years after the end of the first World this as a navigation aid during the worst part of each
War.
Nowadays, when letters often reach us from the other " Flving the furrow " proved so straightforward that

side of the world in three or four days, it is difficult to a regular air mail service was soon between
imagine what it was like when all foreign mail went by Cairo and Baghdad. The single-engined D.H. 9A
sea. Letters written by British soldiers stationed in bombers which began the work on June 23, 1921, were
Iraq had to go by ship, via Bombay, and took about 28 supplemented first by twin-engined D.H. io's and then

to reach the men's families in the U.K. This by Vimys and Vernons. Letters to England now took
meant that no answer could be expected for something only five days and the operation was kept going, with
like nine weeks, which seemed an eternity to men living great success, for five years.

in unpleasant conditions, far from home.
Even replacement aeroplanes travelled from Egypt to

cases, via the Red Sea and Persian

It ended then only because Britain's national airline,

felt that itImperial Airways, formed in April 1924,
had gained sufficient experience to take over the task.I raq in

Gulf, as there were no established air routes in that That explains why the first sector of the great network
of air routes that eventually linked every corner of thepart of the world and, of course, no radio aids, beacons,

meteorological services or anything else to help anyone British Empire with England was between Cairo and
foolish enough to attempt a flight from one country to Baghdad—seemingly a rather strange choice until one
another. knows the background story.
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bombed at a certain time on a specified date. Often the
warning was enough. If it wasn't, there were seldom
any casualties, as the rebels made themselves scarce
when the bombing took place

.

To counter one uprising, at Kirkuk, in February
two companies of the 14th Sikhs—a total of

some 480 officers and men were flown to the town
on board the Vernons of Nos. 45 and 70 Squadrons.
This was the first major air-lift of troops ever attempted
and saved the situation. One sheikh, who did not quite
get his facts correct, but had the right general idea,
commented :

** With my own eyes I saw what happened.
Hundreds of soldiers marching through the town,
having come by air straight from London, where it is

well known there is an inexhaustible supply. Allah is

great, but who can stand against that ? " He asked to
be regarded officially as pro-British from that moment.
The commander of No, 45 Squadron was Sqn, Ldr.

A. T. Harris, who was destined to become the great
wartime leader of Bomber Command. Unimpressed by
the Vernon's role as a troop carrier, he had a hole cut
in the nose of each aircraft, to take a primitive bomb-

In the first ten years after the Armistice in 1018, the sight, and fitted bomb-racks under the wings
R.A.F. blazed a trail for the airlines to follow in many
other places. Before any civilian companies began

in Europe, it operated its own private
services between London and Paris, carrying urgent . ........
despatches and V.I.P. passengers to the Peace Confer- into its cabin floor, for broadcasting messages to

Other
aircraft in the Middle East were converted for air
ambulance duties; and some of the first-ever experi-
ments in psychological warfare were made with a
Victoria troop-carrier, which had a loudspeaker built

ence, and air mail services for the benefit of the British
Army of the Rhine in Germany. On May 14-15, 19 19,
a D.H. 10 of No. 120 Squadron made history on the
latter run, by becoming the first aircraft to carry mail
at night.

An R.A.F. airship, the R.34, was the first aircraft to

make a two-way crossing of the Atlantic, between July
2 and 13, 1919* only a fortnight aftter the epic flight

of Alcock and Brown. It seems strange, in retrospect,

troublesome tribesmen
The Cairo-Baghdad route was only one of many

opened up or surveyed by the R.A.F. In the Autumn
of 1925, three D.H. 9A's were Mown in formation
across Africa from Cairo to Kano, in Nigeria, and back.
In the following year, a specially-formed flight of four
Fairey IIID's made the long journey south from Cairo
to Cape Town and back, and then had their wheels
exchanged for floats and carried on to England. In all,

that Major G. H. Scott, commander of the R.34, and thev covered 14,000 miles, with so little difficulty that

his crew received no official recognition of their achieve- the Au* Ministry decided to repeat the flights regularly

ment, when Alcock and Broun—and Ross and Keith as Pan of normal service training

Smith, who made the first flight from Britain to
Australia—were all knighted.

Bearing in mind how little money the R.A.F. had at
its disoosal in the 'twenties, its achievements were

Today, few people remember the R-34*s great flight, nothing short of miraculous. In 1922, for example, the

or the other successes of our Airship Service during entire sum allocated to the Air Force by the Govern-
ment was under £ir million—less than the cost ofthe first few years of the R.A.F.'s life. This is a pity,

because the story of its successful experiments in the two Concorde supersonic airliners to Yet, five

use of airships as flying aircraft carriers is quite excit- years later, the Air Ministry was able to pay for the
ing. So, in a different element, is the story of the special racing seaplanes that Britain entered for the
R.A.F. pilots who flew a tiny Parnall Peto biplane from Schneider Trophy contest, and provide pilots to
the submarine M.2 in the late 'twenties, even if their them,

main claim to fame is that they were probably the only
men ever to receive double "

Even when its pilots gained the coveted Trophy

form of both flying pay and submariner's pay !

money " in the outright, with consecutive wins in

1931, and raised the world speed
1927,

record
1929 and
above 400

The airship and submarine carrier programmes were m.p.h. for the first time, some people felt that this was
dead ends; but other R.A.F. ventures of the 'twenties a waste of money. But from the Supermarine sea-
pioneered ideas that are now routine for the world's planes that they flew, R. J. Mitchell evolved the Spit-
major air forces. Iraq was the testing ground for many fire fighter; while Rolls Royce used experience gained
of these projects, for it was there that the air force in building engines for the Schneider racers to create
proved the practicability of an entirely new method of the Merlin and Griffon engines which, more than any

the peace in a trouble-spot. Known as air others, carried the R.A.F. to victory in World War II.

control, this involved using just eight squadrons of When the Handlcy Page slot promised new standards
aeroplanes and a small number of troops, instead of the of safety in the 1920V by reducing accidents due to
huge ground force needed previously to deal with out-
breaks of violence.

n
Misguided critics of air control complained of the

of dropping bombs on poor ignorant
the scheme saved hundreds, or

moral wrong
tribesmen.'* In fact,

even thousands of lives.

killing its neighbours or trying to overthrow the
authorities, the new technique was to warn its leader
that if he did not stop at once his village would be

stalling it was adopted enthusiastically by the R.A.F.
The switch from wood to metal construction was made
as soon as its advantages had been proved; and the

in teaching pilots blind flyinR.A.F. led the
" on instruments

world
m early

If a tribe began raiding and later, the Air Ministry ordered
A few years

Spitfire and its

great partner, the Hurricane, which, with their arma-

Contintied on page j$i
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Progress brings an increase in redundant stock for
British Railways. Railway engines become obsolete,

but they cannot be left in sidings for ever. Something
has to be done about them, so, in time, they make their

sad last journey to the scrap-yard.
Engines that were once the pride of the section, in all

shapes and sizes and of all ages, find their way to the

docks and Newport, S. Wales. Some
have been there nearly nine years. With out-of-date
rolling stock, they wait, their wheels half hidden by
weeds and grass, until it is their turn to be broken up,
Every day they are joined by more. It is estimated
another 1,000 will swell ihe ranks in i

A few are sold, but only a few, as collector's
museum pieces. Prices range from £500 for a tank
engine to as much as £3,000 for a really smart express
locomotive. A fair average would be around £1,000.
Of course, breaking them up gives employment. Two

men can_ flame-cut an engine into small parts in one
week. Not every part is down, for annually

€C

Above! A vista of rusty boiler top* and chimneys at the
enormous Newport scrapyard. Below: A once famous
Southern Region 4-6-2, shorn of its name-plates, awaits the

Imal blow of the breaker's hammer.

byE

train enthusiasts journey to the yards to buy souvenirs
such as lamps, name plates, emblems, etc. At auctions
name plates can fetch as much as £100. In appropriate
cases they are sometimes donated for free, such as
The Girl Guide " name plate which naturally was

given to ihat association. A pub called the " Hayling
Billy " has, in its grounds, the engine of that name, that
before it was axed, carried holiday crowds down the
one-track line from Havant to the sea.

Even non-purchasers will make a sentimental journey
to the yards. Railway societies come by the coach load.
Private individuals turn up by car or on foot. Letters
flood in requesting information or offering cash. One
little lad offered his money box in exchange for a real
engine.

Much of the material of an old engine, such as brass
and copper, fetches good money, particularly overseas.
South America is a s*ood buyer; to the tune of £2

j
ITTER IS a major problem in every walk of life, locomotives deprived of their strength
What to do with unwanted goods, too big to go

million for scrap steel in a recent year. The Far East
is also very interested but, though demand is keen,
sadly for the sentimentalist, the supply is higher.
There is something very sad in seeing once powerful

Poo old-
fashioned for modern transport, they still have a dignity

into the dustbin, is an ever recurring puzzle, but how in redundancy. They join the ranks of demolished
would you
engine ?

like to deal with an unwanted locomotive logs, stnge-coaehes, sunken ships and old trees
hewn down to make way for progress.
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Above, as on real trams, the .Meccano model is equipped with
two identical dri\ing platform,, one at each end, carrying an
external stairway to the top deck as well as the driving

control. This view shows one of the platforms in detail.

portation and there are many people, even today, who
(perhaps with good reason !) that they would

still have advantage over the buses that have replaced

them. Nonetheless, they have been replaced, but I

venture to suggest that just about everybody mourns
their passing to some extent. Most Meccano model-
builders, having a mechanical bent, certainly do so, but

in a position to recreate the glory of

old tram days in model form, which is what our
s tried to do with the excellent

advanced model featured here. It is based on a 1903
tramcar used for many years by Bradford City Tram-
ways with complete success.

Construction, although lengthy, is not difficult.

we, at least, are

Chassis
Bolted to one end of an r8i in. Girder 1 is

by Spanner

Try building this dvanced Meccano

mod e based on an old L903 tramcar

used by Bradford City Tramways ear

tlii c century. o >e concluded

month;

3odywork and fittings

Although enclosing a fairly large area, the body is

not at all difficult to build. Two 9J in. Angle Girders
8 are fixed one to each end of each Girder t, then
Girders 8 are joined as shown by an x8i in. Angle
Girder 9 and two io£ x 2J in, compound strip plates 10
and 11, each obtained from two o| x z\ in. Strip
Plates overlapped one hole. Girder 9 coincides with
the lower edge of plate 10.

Also bolted between Girders 8, immediately below
plate 10, is an i8£ in. compound flat girder 1

URING THE first quarter of this century virtually

every major town and city in Britain established

an electric tramway system. Trams, in actual fact,

were the first-ever means of mass urban public trans- from two

built

up from two gi in. Flat Girders. This compound flat

girder is joined to compound strip plate n by two
4 J in. Narrow Strips 13 and a io£ in. compound narrow
strip 14 all equally spaced apart. Strip 14 is obtained

in. Narrow Strips, overlapped one hole,

and it can be seen that it extends from Angle Girder 1

upwards to project a distance of two holes above com
pound plate 10. Three >

in. Narrow Strips 15 are

fixed to the plate, these also projecting a distance of

two holes above the plate, and a right-angled Rod and
Strip Connector 16 is added to the top of each one.
Lower down, a curved top is given to each side window
by two 2| in. Curved Strips 17.

Girders 9 are now joined at

compound angle girder 18, obtained from one 5^
and one 4^ in. Angle Girder. Attached to the outside

end by a 6i in.

in.

of this compound girder are a 4i in. Flexible Plate,

edged by two 34 in. Strips 19, and a 4^ in. Angle
Girder to which a 4 £ x 2$ in. Flat Plate 20 is bolted
to serve as a canopy. Plate 20 is extended by two
Semi-circular Plates and a 2j x i| in. Flexible Plate.

At each end of the lower saloon, an entrance-way
a 5i x 5i »n - compound flat plate 2, edged by a 5} in. is left open, but to either side of this a vertical panel
Angle Girder 3 and built up from one 5^ x 3^ in. and is built up. Both panels, however, are different, that
one 5J X 2J in. Flat Plate. The assembly projects a beneath Plate 20 consisting of a y£ in. Strip bolted
distance of nine holes past the end of Girder r. A to Angle Girder 18 and joined to nearby Girder 9 by
second $i in. Angle Girder 4 is bolted to the underside two 2 in. Strips 21 and 22. The area above Strip 21
of the plate, as shown, the securing Bolts also fixing a is enclosed by a i-J x i£ in. Flat Plate, while the area

4J x i£ in. Flat Plate 5 to the top of the plate. Bolted below Strip 22 is covered by a 2J x 1} in. Flexible
to the
Flexible Plate 6.

of this last Plate is a z\ x in.

Another entire Girder/Plate arrangement is now
similarly built up and the two are joined at each end
by a 3-J in. Angle Girder 7 bolted between compound

Plate. The space between the Strips is left blank tO

represent a window.
The other panel at the opposite side of the entrance-

way consists simply of a 5i x \\ in. Flexible Plate
extended by a i\ x \\ in. Flexible Plate, both edged

flat plate 2 and the opposite Angle Girder 1. The by a ji in. Strip 23. At the bottom, the two panels
" truck," incorporating the wheels, will also be attached are connected by a 6\ in. compound Strip 24, obtained
to Girders 1, but it is advisable to leave this until after from two 4^ in. Strips and bolted between Angle
the main bodywork has been completed. Girders 8.
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Inside the lower saloon two long bench seats run-
ning the full length are provided and these, together
with the floorj can be built as a separate unit and fitted
complete. Two i8J in. Angle Girders 25, placed 2i in.

apart are joined at each end by a 3J in. Angle Girder
26, the intervening space being enclosed by a 12J x

2J in. Strip Plate and a 5^ x 2^ in. Flat Plate 27, both
bolted to the lower flanges of Girders 25,

Fixed to the vertical flange of each Girder 25 is an
i8£ x i^ in. compound flexible plate 28, built up from
four 5 J x i| in. Flexible Plates, to the upper edge of
which another i8J in. Angle Girder 29 is bolted. This

Above, this superb Meccano-built model, is based on
tram of the type used by Bradford citv tramways

century. It h driven by a Power Drive Unit.

a 1903
iy this

not dittietili to build.

N

I

i
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A i£ in. Strip is bolted to each of the 3 J in. Strips,

then the two sides are joined by three Double Angle
Strips,

in the other.

x ii in. 33 in one case and z\ x \ in. 34

Stairways
Like the full-size tram, our model has two curved

external stairways, one at each end, running from the

driving platform to the top deck. Both are similarly

built from one 7J in. and one 9J in. Fiat Girder,
curved to shape and joined by six x in. Double
Angle Strips 35. At its lower end, the 7$ in, Girder
is attached to the platform by an Angle Bracket, while
the upper end of the 9£ in. Girder is bolted direct to

Angle Girder 8.

A handrail is provided by four 3 in. Narrow Strips

36 joined by two 9J in. compound narrow strips, each
obt ined from one 4^ in. and one 5J in. Narrow Strip.

Fitted to the top of the upper Strip 36 is a right-

angled Rod and Strip Connector which is connected
in turn has fixed to its free flange an 18J x i£ in. to similar parts 16 by suitable Axle Rods joined by
compound flexible plate 30 obtained from four 5^ x Rod Connectors. Right-angled Rod and Strip Con-
1 J in. Flexible Plates, then each seat is completed by a nectors joined by a 4$ in. Rod are also bolted to the

back provided by an 18J x 2^ in. compound strip plate tops of Strips 19.

ovc, a close up view of the swivel connection between the
trolley pole and its mounting, seen here lying on its side. Note
the use made of the tapped bores in the Collars. Below, a
close up view of the truck showing its suspension and wheel

arrangement.

I*

ote

attached to plate 30 by Obtuse Angle Brackets Each platform is enclosed by a 4J x z\ in. Flexible
that plate 31, which is built up from two 9i x Plate 37 attached to one Angle Girder 8 by Fishplates

z\ in. Strip Plates, projects a distance of only two and extended by a curved 9! x 2J in. Strip Plate 38,
holes above plate 30, When finished, the seat is fixed The latter is attached to the platform at its ends by
in position by bolting Angle Girder 26 to compound
strip 24

1 x in. Angle Brackets and in the centre by a J x j in

Angle Bracket. In addition, one end is overlayed by a

In the case of the upper deck two 18} in. compound 24 in. Strip 39, while a hand-rail is again supplied by
strips, each obtained from two 9I in. Strips, are bolted suitable Rods, some curved, attached by right-angled
between compound irders 18 to

points for five 5I x 3J in. Fiat Plates forming the floor.

To prevent the floor in thesagging
strengthened are provided by one $\ in, and one 4 J in.

Rod and Strip Connectors
A fender is next obtained from a curved 9J in Strip

at one end, behind Angle Girder 3 and40
attached, at the other end, to Plate 39 by a Fishplate.

Angle Girder bolted in suitable positions to each com- In the centre, it is attached to Flexible Plate 6 by a

pound girder 9 and projecting at right-angles under 1 x J in. Angle Bracket to the top of which two 4 in.

the floor. Each Angle Girder attached to one girder Stepped Curved Strips 41 are bolted. To provide a

9 coincides with its opposite number attached to the step, a 3£ in. Flat Girder 42 is attached by Angle
other girder 9, but they are not bolted together. Brackets to another 3J in. Flat Girder which is in

Two rows each of five seats are next added, one row turn fixed by Angle Brackets to the underside of the
consisting of single seats and the other of double platform. A vertical rail runs from the step to the
seats. Both types are similarly built up irom two canopy, being held in a Rod Socket 43 fixed to Flat

Continued next month.3^ in Strips 32, fixed to the floor by Angle Brackets. Plate 20.

i
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Built with Plastic Meccano Set B f

Crane works extremely well and can
heavy weights.

this simple
be used

little Mobile
lo lift quite

A close-up view of the Crane winding mechanism. Note that
the winding shaft is used as one of the anchoring points for the

Superstructure.

easy build Mobile Crane
by Spanner

AMONG THE most popular of all s

Meccano model-builders are cranes, be they new or
old; large, small

from Plastic Meccano Set B

ects for Jo Limailed in the other end

4 in. Axle 3 on each end
or in-between, I say this with Wheels are mounted, as shown

is a
further Road

because our many years of experience with Bolted to the top of the Base are two Double Angle
the standard system have proved it beyond doubt. We Strips 4, to which two 2-hole Triangular Girders 5 are
have not, on the other hand, had many years of experi- fixed, by Nuts and Bolts in the case of the rear Double
ence with the comoarativeiv new Plastic Mecca™ Angle Strip, and by a 4} in. Axle 6 held in place by

Axle Clips in the case of the front Double Angle Strip.

comparatively new Plastic Meccano
9 but I see no reason for thinkin

of modellers in Plastic Meccano
that the tastes

different from those of their more advanced relations. In
fact, I am inclined to think that, if

young owner of a Plastic Meccano Set

should be very much A Handle is mounted on one end of this Rod.
Two 5-hole

apex of each
passing through

are next attached one to the
Girder,

holesecond
the securing
from

Bolts
the end

more interested in a crane model simply because it can each Strip. The Strips themselves are connected at
usually be made to " work " and working models are one end by a Double Angle Strip 8 and, at the other

fascinating to young minds. end, by a Bolt on which a Pulley Wheel 9 is mounted.
Anyway, believing this to be true, I am featuring Lastly, a length of Cord is taken from Axle 6, is

t-i_ J^!!F
le

*.
but most efTective model of a little passed through the centre hole in Double Angle Strip^ .... ... ~ . . _ ^ -

s passed over puljey whec i 9 and is finany tjed

her
Mobile Crane that can be built with Set B. And when
I say simple, I mean simple I The chassis consists of to a Hook 10.
nothing more than a Base to each e of which a
3 -hole Strip 1 is fixed. Attention must be given to the
fixing Bolts, however, as the Bolt that passes through
the centre hole of each Strip carries a Nut in the
normal way, while the Bolt passed through the rear
end hole carries a Road Wheel 2 held by a Collet Nut.
Note that the Road Wheel must be fixed on the Bolt
in such a position that it allows the Bolt to revolve.

PARTS
3-hole Strips
5-hole Scrips
Base
Bolts
Nuts
ouble Angle

4—Road Wheels

2

2

I

13

II

Strips

REQUIRED
f—Pulley Wheel
2—Axle Clips
I—Hook
2—44 in. Axles
2—2-hole Triangular
I— Handle

Captain Cook on
ately promoted to capt

continued

had the aim of finding the fabled North-West Passa

His third and last voyage Cook's expedition

his third voyage he visited Aitutaki and Mangaia and
mapped other islands in this group. The landing of

In 776 he set il f

g New Zealand
the Pacific and

d Tasman
fter

discovered a— -cf — — »»-«—•%* ****** i uoiiKuna, U19WVCII
iber of islands in the Cook Archipelago before

as depicted on the Jd. stamps
Rarotonga, Aitutaki, Niue and Penrhyn in

1920, while Cook's portrait appeared on the ijd. stamp
of the same series. Another, though less accurate,

was killed byploring Alaska and Hawaii, where
natives in February 1779. During his second , v<r „ .
he had landed at Opahi in the island of Niue (depicted
on the id. stamp of
Island

950)
North of the archipelago (shown ~

d. stamp in the Cook Islands set of 1949). D

version of the landing was shown on the id. stamp of
the 1932 series of the Cook Islands, showing the
Resolution anchored under full sail ! Captain Cook,

. , - . wearing a naval officer's hat, appeared on the id. stamp.
d charted the Hervey The only other stamp to portray Captain Cook is the

the is. in the Cook Islands set of 1949 which depicts his
statue erected in 1914 near Admiralty Arch in London.
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Simplicity is the keynote of these model
building hints supplied by Meccano Magazine
readers for other followers of the hobby

1VERY HOBBY has its pitfalls and Meccano is

certainly no exception. I fear, though, that the

fault in this case usually lies not with the system but

with the user or, more particularly, with the enthusi

asm of the user. By this I mean that many of us often

get carried away with ourselves when building models.

We full into the trap of trying to introduce too much
complexity and this, as you know, can be as much a

bad habit as producing inadequate models.

Don't think that I am decrying complicated models

r from it. What I am against is making overly

complicated mechanisms just for the sake of complexity.

When building models that have working movements,
for example, the mechanisms controlling the movements
should be made as simple as possible for the job on

hand. This, you may think, is common sense, but it is

surprising how many people come up with a fantastic

unit bristling with Gears, Pinions, Rods and Worms
when something quite simple would do the job just

more efficiently. In this article,as well and
therefore, I am featuring some ideas supplied by readers

for items that are extremely useful and yet decidedly

uncomplicated.

First out of the bag is a little doorcatch (see Fig.

suggested by Mr. R. R. Hauton of Lincoln. From the

accompanying illustration you will see that it consists

of nothing more than a Spring Clip pressed through

the elongated hole of a Fishplate. In operation, the

Fishplate is attached to the door of the model being

built, the doorframe of which must be so designed

that another elongated hole in its outside edge coin-

cides with the Spring Clip. When the door is shut, the
(<

ge
it

of the Spring Clip should also press into the

latter elongated hole making, as Mr. Hauton says

good, firm catch,"

a

Another view of ihe doorcatch as

inside of a model. The Flat Plait
the Flat Girder 2, the

it would appear
1 represents t in-

door frame.

from the
door and

A very simple doorcatch for models designed by Mr* R» R
Hauton of Lincoln.

Control rod damper
Another out-of-the-ordinary use for a Spring Clip

has been suggested by Mr. L, R. Atkinson of Putney
Heath in London, who produced a most effective damper
(Fig. 2) for the control rod of a gearbox or, indeed, of

any other mechanism actuated by the sliding move-
ment of a Rod. You will know that when a gear arrange-

ment or drive motion Is controlled by a free-sliding

Rod a certain amount of trouble can be caused by the

Rod moving about on its own causing the drive to

engage or disengage prematurely, as the case may be.

Mr. Atkinson has overcome the problem in suitable

cases by mounting a Spring Clip on the control Rod
against the sideplate of the gearbox or model. An arm
of the Spring Clip is trapped behind a f in. Washer
fixed to the sideplate, but spaced from it by three

Washers on the shank of the securing Bolt. The grip

of the Spring Clip prevents the Rod from sliding on its

own, while allowing it to be moved by hand. It's a very
simple idea, yet perfectly adequate.

-

In this mechanism, designed by Mr. L
Iltath, London, a Spring Clip is used
the control rod of a gearbox or similar

own accord.

R. Atkinson of Putney
at a damper to prevent
item From sliding of its

Self-locking lever

simple is another idea from Mr, Atkinson

this time for a self-locking lever (Fig. that makes
an ideal gear shift, A Strip i serving as the actual lever

is pivotal ly connected to a suitable mounting by a Bolt

2 lock-nutted through its second hole. Pivor.aU>1

attached ro the lower end of the Strip is a Collar 3
in which a short Rod is fixed. Mounted on the Rod is
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I.'his siig^LStiun

a deep-groove
pulley comes from
Mr. A. Palmer i i

f

Flixtoti, Man-
chester. It is ideal
for
deeper groove
thai incorporated
in standard Mec-
cano Pulleys h

required*

use
is

where a
than

a Compression Spring followed by three Washers 4,
after which the Rod is inserted into a hole in a Strip

or other suitable part that is fixed in relation to the

above-mentioned mounting.
Using the method described the lever has only two

steady positions—one way or the other—but the sprung
action of the Rod certainly holds the lever firmly in the

chosen position. Incidentally, Mr. Atkinson explains

in a footnote that " This arrangement gives movement
of about 1 in. at the second hole above the pivot point
(of Strip enough for most gear changes ! It

follows, of course, that the linkage actuating the gear-
change would be coupled to this hole.

Deep-groove pulley

We come now to an item supplied by Mr. A. Palmer
of Flixton, Manchester. Regular builders, especially

of advanced models, will have found that there are
occasions when standard Meccano Pulleys are inade-
quate, because the depth of the groove is not sufficient

for the job on hand, Mr. Palmer has devised a built-up
deep-groove pulley, illustrated in Fig. 4, to overcome
the problem. Depending on the width required, five or
more m. Washers 1 are tra feen two 6 or
8-hole Wheel Discs 2 held by Nuts in the centre of a

1 in. Screwed Rod. An Adaptor for Sere Rod 3
(Part No. 173a) is mounted on each end of the Rod,
being locked in positions by a Nut—that's all I

PARTS REQUIRED
S—lBd 1
I—82

m

Electromagnetic gra
Turning from mechanics to electrics, we have a

designed bycompact electromagnetic grab (Fig.

Timothy Ward of Horfield, Bristol. It is intended, he
tells me, *' for use with smaller cranes where a pulley
block is either unnecessary or too difficult to fit in."

Mr. Ward is quite correct as far as he goes, but I would
like to go even further and say that the grab would
make a first-class and perhaps more interesting sub-
stitute for a hook even in prunes when:- hooks would
normally be fitted.

To build the grab, two Fishplates 1 are bolted one
each to the S terminals of two Cylindrical Coils 2.

Fixed to the top of the Fishplates by } in. Bolts are a

1 J x -j in. Double Angle Strip 3 and three ij in. Strips

4, w the same Bolts fix three Washers and a 1 in.

Core below each Fishplate, The hoist Cord of the
model is tied to the lugs of Double Angle Strip 3
while the leads from the power-source are connected
to the terminals of the Coils. The grab can be operated
from a power source of anywhere between 4J and 15
volts A.C. or D.C.

A simple electromagnetic grab designed by Timothy Ward of
I lorfield, Bristol tor use with small crane models. It uses two
Cylindrical Coils from the Ilekirikit for the elect ro-maenets.

a
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A rear view of the completed model showing construction of

the basic M box."
The Meccano * Diabulik **—a mechanical money-box designed

and built by Mr, Guiseppt- Servetti o! Piacenza, Italy.

by panner

No problems in saving with this mechanical money-box.
Put a coin in the slot and the mechanical hand grabs it tightly

of a 4I x 2% in. Flat Plate and two 4J in. Flat Girders
4 and 5. Each end of these parts is sandwiched between
the horizontal flanges of two 4J in. Angle Girders 6,

w

FASCINATING GADGETS a-plenty have been
built with Meccano, but few I have seen can

match the particular example featured here. For
reasons we shall see later it has been christened placed one inside the other with their vertical flanges
" Diabolik w by its Italian builder, Mr. Guiseppe pointing upwards, while the securing Bolts fix a third
Servetti of Piacenza, Italy. It is, in effect, a battery- 4$ in. Angle Girder 7 in position with its vertical flange

mechanical money-box, driven by a Junior pointing downwards. Note that Flat Girder 5 is not
Power Drive Motor and it's almost impossible to resist bolted in position but must be left free to slide in the
feeding it % ith coins I Drop a coin in the slot provided groove supplied by the horizontal flanges of the
and wait. Mysterious grinding noises and metallic above-mentioned Angle Girders. The Flat Girder will

rattles emanate from the dark interior of the box then, later serve as the access hatch for the battery.

Bolted in the top front corners of the framework
appears. Almost gently it grasps the coin, arc two ii x i| in. Flat Plates 8 connected by a 2 J in.

pauses hesitantly then, without warning,
whips the coin away to disappear inside the box with

m due course, a lid in its top slowly opens and a
" hand

suddenly

a bang—-quite startling

Framework

Insulating Flat Girder to the centre of which a Collar

9 is fixed by a Bolt screwed up into one of its tapped
bores. This Bolt also fixes a 1 x £ in. Angle Bracket by
its long lug to the underside of the Insulating Girder
with its short lug towards the front and pointing
downwards. A guide slot is then provided by two 1 in.

A rectangular box framework is constructed from Corner Brackets 10, separated by two Washers and
four vertical *;£ in. Angle Girders 1 joined at the top mounted with further Washers on a J in. Bolt fixed in

by four 4! in. Angle Girders 2, the securing Bolts two Angle Brackets bolted to front Girder 2. The
holding the rear Girder also fixing a 4$ x 2} in. Flat Corner Brackets must not touch Collar 9. Each side

atPlate 3 in position. The side Girders 1 are
their lower ends by a special built-up base consisting

of the framework is enclosed by a 5J x

Plate 11.

in. Flat
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Drive mechanism
Junior Power Drive Motor carrying a Worm on

its output shaft is bolted to the base of the unit as
shown. Engaging with the Worm is a 57-teeth Gear
12 fixed, together with a } in. Pinion
Rod 14 held by a Collar in Plates 11

i3>

In
on a 5 in.

mesh with
13 is a second 57-teeth Gear 15 loose on an

14
Pinion
off-set 5 in. Rod 16, but with its boss fixed in one end
of a Socket Coupling also loose on the Rod. Fixed in
the other end of the Socket Coupling and loose on the
Rod is another f in. Pinion 17, the whole assembly
being held in place by a Collar 18.
Mounted on a third 5 in. Rod 19 are two 8-hole

Bush Wheels 20 and 2i, a Collar 22, a Threaded
Coupling 23, a 50-teeth Gear 24, in mesh with Pinion
17, and a second Collar which is spaced from Plate n
by suitable small-diameter non-Meccano washers to
prevent it catching on Gear Wheel 15. These washers
are readily obtainable from most hardware stores and
electrical-spares dealers. Held by Nuts in adjacent
holes in the face of Hush Wheel 20 are a f in. Bolt 25
and a Rod Socket, while a i in. Pinion 26 is mounted
loose on a j in. Bolt held in the face of Bush Wheel 21.
An ordinary Bolt is screwed into one tapped bore
of Collar 22.

Hand and counterweight
Because it is equipped with four " fingers " and aM thumb," I feel I should call the actual coin-grabbing

mechanism a ** hand," although I must confess it looks
more like the death-dealing claw of some diabolical
monster. (Hence Mr. Servetti's title !) All the fingers
are supplied by Pawls without boss 27, the middle,

Boltin.

the

third and little fingers being mounted on a
fixed to an Angle Bracket. A washer separates
middle finger from the lug of the Bracket while two
Washers separate the third finger from the middle and
the little from the third. Note, incidentally, that the
securing
" little

Bolt passes through
finger M Pawl, but the first hole in the other

second hole in the

two Pawls. The v>

index er
>*

Pawl is fixed on a
Bolt held by a Nut in the second hole of the middle
finger.

Bracket which is in

bo 1 ted 1 in. CornerThe Angle Bracket is Doited to a
turn bolted to one end of a bent

Mm 28 formin the <4 arm. At its opposite
this Strip is bolted, along with a 1 x J in. Double

3i
end,

Bracket 29* lu a 1 iircaucu coupling 30, tne securing
Bolt being screwed into its threaded longitudinal bore.

the mechanism is finished, Rod 16 will be fixed
in the opposite end transverse smooth bore of this

to a Threaded Coupling 30, the

en

Coupling.)

Top right; plates
construction of

II and 4J removed from the
" thumb ,f controlling

contact point**

model
guide and

to sbow
battery

Next: The •venient operating rod or camshaft, removed
from the model.

bandLastly; Two views of the ••arm" and
mounting rod removed trom the model,
unit it in place, ihe^ Gear/Socket Coupling/Pinion arrin

ii In contact with Collar

with the
Note that, when the
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A curved
of Stepped Strip 35 as the

by

controlling the
" arm "

movement
is raised, is provided

a Formed Slotted Strip 37, one end of which is

fixed by an Angle Bracket to appropriate Flat Plate 11.

Its other end is held by a Threaded Boss 38 and a Nut
on a 2 in. Screwed Rod locked by a Nut in a second

Pinion

in.

Threaded Boss bolted to Plate n.
The counterweight for the hand consists of a

39, with a i in. face, which is mounted on the

end of a zj in. Rod, fixed in the central transverse

smooth bore of a Threaded Coupling 40. This
Coupling is mounted as on Rod 16

Electrical system
Before going any further with the Diabolik, it is

by a Short Coupling, is a i x j in, Reversed Angle best to complete the electrical system. A right-angled
Fixed to Strip 28, but spaced from it, as shown,

Bracket 31, This is not bolted to any other part, but it Rod and Strip Connector 41 is bolted to the short lug

serves as a strengthener, being wedged between of the 1 x i in. Angle Bracket fixed to the underside

Threaded Coupling 30 and an Angle Bracket bolted of the earlier-mentioned Insulating Flat Girder. In

to Strip 28. A Bolt 32 carrying a Washer and a Nut contact with the front face of this is a 2 in. Wiper
is fixed to the free lug of this Angle Bracket. Arm 42 (Elektrikit Part No. 533) bolted to a Threaded
Turning to the thumb, this also is represented by a Boss which is in turn fixed to a 4J * 2J in. Flat Plate

Pawl 33, but first a Threaded Boss 34 is mounted loose 43. This Plate is removable and is held in position by
on the shank of the second Bolt securing the Corner liolts screwed into the transverse bores of two Threaded
Bracket to Strip 28, the Bolt passing into one trans- Bosses fixed one to each front Girder 1 by Bolts 44.

verse tapped bore of the Threaded Boss. The " thumb " Another 4i X 2i in. Flat Plate 45 is similarly held in

is then bolted to a bent Fishplate which is in position, Bolts 46 securing the Threaded Bosses to

turn bolted, along with a 3 in. Stepped Curved Strip Girders 1. Note that, with Plates 43 and 45 in position,

35, to the end of the Threaded Boss. A Boh is held by the securing Bolts at one side fix a 3 in, Angle Girder

a Nut in ihe nearby elongated hole of Curved Strip 35, 47 to one Angle Girder 1. This serves as a guide for

this Bolt lying opposite Bolt 32. A Compression Spring the battery, another guide being provided by a second

36 is slipped onto the shanks of both these Bolts and 3 in. Angle Girder bolted to the inside of Plate 45.
the resulting pressure on Strip 35 causes the thumb to Secured to Plate 43, in addition to the Wiper Arm,
close against the index finger. With the mechanism in is a z\ in. Flat Girder, which slots behind front Girder

position, Rod 16 passes through the free elongated hole 2, and an Insulating Spacer (Elektrikit Part No. 564)
in Strip 35. to which an Angle Bracket 48 is bolted. Wiper Arm

A close-up view of the movement controlling rod showing the

positions of the parts when the arm is fully raised.

In this view
10 show the

•

of the model the front Plates have been removed
layout of the drive mechanism operated by

Junior Po^trr Drive Motor.
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42 is prevented from turning on it* Threaded Boss
by a Threaded Pin projecting through the second hole
in the Wiper. This Threaded Boss and Angle Bracket
48 form the contacts for the Motor's power source
which in this case is a 4J volt Ever Ready 1289 or

equivalent ** flat " torch battery. A backing plate for

the battery is provided by a 2$ x z\ in. Fiat Plate 49
attached to a 4^ in. Strip which is in turn attached
10 Plates 1 1 by Threaded Bosses.
When fitting the battery, the positive (short) terminal

must make contact with the Threaded Boss, while the
negative (long) terminal makes contact with Angle
Bracket 48. Actually, the Angle Bracket and Threaded
Boss do not lie above the centre of the battery, there-

fore you will probably find it necessary to bend the
battery terminals to the appropriate side so as to make
good contact. The wiring of the model itself is simple

GREAT ENGINEERS No. 5

RICHARD
(J77I 1833)

One Motor lead is connected to Angle Bracket 48,
while the other lead is taken from the Motor and con-
nected to the 1 x J in. Angle Bracket to which Rod
and Strip Connector 41 is bolted. The battery is held
in position by Fiat Girder 6.

To complete the model, the back is

4i x 2\ in. Flat Plate 50 and a 4i in. Strip 5

1

by a

An-
other \\ x 2! in. Flat Plate 52, attached to nearby
Girder 2 by Hinges, acts as a lid for the box It is

controlled by a 3 in. Stepped Curved Strip 53 loosely

attached to a Threaded Boss fixed to front, left-hand
Girder 1. The forward movement of the hand also

helps to open the lid, therefore it is very important that

be fixed to the underside of Platea strip of

52 to provide a " slipway " for the hand.

Operation

When a coin is placed in the slot it makes contact
with Collar 9 and Comer Brackets 10 thus completing
the circuit to the Motor which begins to operate. The
drive is transferred through the relevant Gears
Pinions to Rod 19 which rotates clockwise when viewed
from the right. As Bush Wheel 20 revolves Bolt 25
acts against Curved Stepped Strip 53 which pushes
open the h'd. As this is taking place, Bush Wheel 2 1 is

HIS MECHANICAL inventor, almost unknown
the engineering field, was a man with

a consuming desire to achieve his objects, but a

person with little ambition or ability as a business

man. At school his teachers classed him as slow,
revolving so that Pinion 26 presses down on Threaded I obstinate or disobedient. Yet he developed an in-
Coupling 40 causin the " arm '*

to rise As it does
ofso, Threaded Coupling 23 acts against the side

Stepped Curved 35 keeping the " thumb " and " index

urge to v\ hatever he set out to do,

finger apart until, at the very top of the hand's move-

and was a " veritable volcano " of inventions, some
of his ideas predating engineering progress by years.

He was born during early stages of the Industrial

Revolution when
mem when the thumb and finger are one each side of
the coin, the Coupling disengages the Strip. Immedi-
ately, the action of Compression Spring 36 causes the
thumb to close on the coin and, as the cycle continues, |

James Watt, as he improved the steam
the arm pulls the coin from the slot.

While all this has been going on Collar 22 has been I dustrial Revolution

steam was making its impact on
the affairs of the country. This was due mostly to

so

much its power gave it a major " part " in the In-

rotating. At the beginning of the operation, the Bolt
in the Collar should have been Wiper Arm

Watt's first engines were atmospheric engines,

but later he employed low pressure steam. Trevi-
thick's engines used high-pressure steam and they

42 away from Rod and Strip Connector 41 so that the
coin was essential to complete the electrical circuit.

However, as the Collar revolves, the Bolt eventually
moves away from the Wiper Arm thus allowing it to

make contact with Rod and Strip Connector 41 which senger cage winding in mines.

proved far more economical. Known as " puffers/

they were applied to many duties, including pas-

in turn completes the circuit and enables the Motor to

continue running. The arm begins to withdraw with
the coin until, when Pinion 26 leaves Threaded Coup-
ling 40 the counterweight comes free and drops causing
the arm to shoot into the box. As it does so, guide 37

William Miirdock, one of Watt's mechanics and

against the side of Strip 35 and opens the
" thumb " to release the coin. Almost immediately the
Bolt in Collar 22 contacts Wiper Arm 42 lifting it clear

of Rod and Strip Connector 41 to break the circuit, and
complete the cycle of operations.

inventor, constructed a small steam-
driven carriage in 1786, but for some reason this

was not developed and his experiments were for-

gotten, Trevithick took up this subject and
trying out a steam carriage in late 1801, with some
success, since he and his cousin, Andrew Vivian

in 1802 for "Improvements in

the Construction of Steam Engines." John Vivian,

took out a
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son of Andrew, was about 19 at the time and drove

one of these carriages in the streets of London
during 1803. In his biography on Trevithick he

the engine had one cylinder, and three

wheel*; the two driving wheels behind were about

8 feet in diameter. The boiler and engine were
fixed just between those wheels. The steering wheel

was smaller and in front. There were same
gear wheels to connect the engine with the driving

wheels. One or two were made in Tottenham
Court Road, and in Euston Square. . .

,

I was steering, Captain Trevithick came along
..

side me and said ' She is going all right ?* I

said
t
I think we had better go on to Cornwall.

?

She was going along five or six miles an hour, and
Captain Trevithick called out, 'Put the m

n, John,* and before I could tell what was up,

we were tearing down six or seven yards of railings

from a garden wail, A person put his head from a

window, and called out * What the devil are you
doing here? What the devil is that thing !

*
"

During 1802 Trevithick constructed was
probably his first tramway locomotive, for the Pen-
darran Ironworks in Wales. This locomotive
looked something like the line drawing illustration,

although it may be absolutely correct, Trevi
thick gives the following information : It weighed

5 tons. The cylinder was 8i in. diameter, with a

r

stroke of 4i ft. and it hauled a gross load of 25 tons
at the rate of 4 miles an hour over a rough track
with curves and steep incline. Without load
the locomotive could attain a of 16 m.p.h.

There is no direct evidence that Trevithick made
any other locomotives until 1 804 when he built one
for Newcastle upon Tyne. In appearance it was
similar to the Welsh locomotive, but more superior
in detail. For some reason it did not attract much
interest and was eventually relegated to the work of
a stationary engine.

In 1808 he made his last attempt to

the steam locomotive, by building a circular railway
track near the site of the present railway station at

Euston. Admission, including a ride for those
brave enough to risk it, was is. The show ran for a
few weeks but the engine toppled over and brought
the venture to a close.

Trevithick had many other activities and loco-
motives were but a side-line. At the time of the
Napoleon scare (1804) he was suggesting a steam-
driven fire ship to destroy the Emperor's invasion

at Boulogne, and he was prepared to captain

the Trinity
Board a steam-driven dredger to scoop ballast from
the Thames. Then he became involved in another
Thames scheme—the attempt being made to drive

it. Two years later he was

a tunnel the Thames at Rothcrhithe
tale of the failure and ultimate success of this pro-

a long story. An unsuccessful attempt had
been made before Trevithick came on the

scene, but it was he who almost completed a pilot

tunnel before water burst in and flooded the work-
ings. He then constructed iron tanks for the stor-

age of cargo and water in ships, and set up a fac-

tory to make them at Limehouse. The project fell

through and he returned to Cornwall in 1810, more
or less a broken man, but he soon revived and was
in great demand as a consulting engineer. He also

a number of improvements for steam
s and boilers, and advocated steam-driven

plant for agriculture.

In 18 16 Trevithick sailed for Peru to manage the

installation of steam engines in silver mines there.

Unfortunately the area became involved in revolt,

the mines rendered worthless and the machinery
completely destroyed. He returned home without a
thing, but the local church bells greeted his arrival.

Then followed a period of further inventions
and patents, and his scheme for a cast-iron column
1,000 feet high to mark the passing of the Reform
Bill, but his sudden death in 1833 put an end to

. At this time he was also pursuing an inven-
tion at HalPs Works, Dartford, Kent, where he
now lies in a nameless crave.

So passed one of
man who gave much
received nothing in return

!

in s

science

engineers, a

industry, yet

At top of page, Trevi thick's Penyd artn railway locomotive
constructed during 1804. At left, two views of Trcvithick*i

pressure engine and boiler made during 1805. This Is

now- preserved and on view in the Science Museum.
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M
by Spanner

Designed especially for young

modellers, this little Racing Car

can be built with an Outfit No. I

the Dismal Johnnies" of ourACCORDING TO" society, British sport has " had it.'* We cannot, say

international eventsthe pessimists, get anywhere in

as big-time sportsmen we're useless 1 There can

Bolted to Flat Trunnion 2 is a Trunnion 6, to the

apex of which a 2j x \ in. Double Angle Strip 7 is fixed

by one lug. Secured to this Double Angle Strip by a

be in. Bolt is a 5 x 2 J in. Flexible Plate 8 overlaid

little doubt that some people actually believe this by a shaped 2£ in. Strip 9 and a straight i\ in. Strip

nonsense. True, there are some branches of sport in 10, these two Strips separated by two Washers. Four

which we do not exactly shine, but this applies to all Bolts are held by Nuts in Strip 10 to represent the

countries. We, on the other hand, are holders of the cyUnder head.

World Cup for football—a mighty sport—and on top

of that we are the undisputed leaders of the whole world

in motor racin

sports in existence

Flexible Plate 8 is now bent down and under in a

deep U to be bolted to the apex of Flat Trunnion

Motor racing,

one of the fastest, most dangerous 2. Four Angle Brackets are attached beneath the
upper section of the Plate, while a 1 in. Rod is held by

has provided the inspiration a Spring Clip 11 and a Rod Connector 12 in the

for our outfit model this month, it being a little Racing curve of the U to act as the exhaust pipe. Another

Car built with the No. 1 Set. A glance at the accom- 3i in. Rod carrying 1 in. Pulleys with Motor Tyres is

panying pictures will show you that it is not a scale journalled in the free ends of Strips 1, then the model
model based on a particular prototype, but I find it a is completed with a steering wheel 13 and a front

very attractive offering and unmistakable in its general grille 14, both supplied by 1 in. Pulleys without

tines. and both attached to compound plate 3, Pulley 13 by a

Construction is not difficult. Two si in - Strips 1 Fishplate and Pulley 14 by an Angle Bracket. Note
are shaped as shown and are attached by Angle that the Fishplate fixing the steering wheel is bent to

Brackets to a Flat Trunnion 2, the Angle Brackets an obtuse angle.

lying in the centres of the Strips. A 2J x 2j in. com-
pound plastic plate 3, obtained from two 2 x in.

Plastic Plates, is overlaid by a a* in

•secured to Strips 1 by its rear comers.
Strip 4 and is

Its front edge

is then curved round as shown, to be held in position

by a length of Cord tied between the corners. Passed

through the elongated holes in these corners of the

plate is a 3i in. Axle 5, journalled in the end holes

of Strips 1 and held in place by 1 in. Pulleys fitted

with Motor Tyres.

Above and sit right, built with a Meccano
Outfit No. 1, this little Racine Car

based
Racing

dot based on any particular
but it is easily recognisable

js

prototype,
a racer*
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A 4-ipced Gearbox
know who ! Owing

with a gate change bviilt by—we don't
to internal reorganisation, all correspond-

ence relating to the mechanism has been lost SO, if you built it,

please write to Spanner,

Luckily
wanted to

box remained safe and I have
ever since the M.M, returned at

the beginning of the year. Without any details of the

builder, however, I was a bit loath to do so, not being
able to give the necessary credit, but it struck me that,

unless I did feature it, I may never find the builder at

all. Did you, therefore, build the gearbox illustrated?

If you did, or you know who did, please write to me at

Meccano Magazine Northern Office, Binns Road,
Liverpool 13.

The gearbox itself presents no great problem from a

constructional point of view, particularly as all the four
ratios operate in one direction, no reverse gear being

A framework is built up from two 2^ x 2J in

Flat Plates 1, joined together, at one side, by two 3 x

MODEL

in. Double Angle Strips 2 and, at the other, by a
in. Strip 3 attached by Angle Brackets. Strip 3

projects a distance of five holes past one Plate 1 and is

connected to a 2 J x £ in. Double Angle Strip 4, bolted

to the Plate, by a 2 in. Angle Girder 5.

Bolted to the outside of each Plate 1, in the centre,

is a Double Bent Strip 6. Jou mailed in one Flate Plate

Double Bent Strip is a 3i in. Rod carrying a

Gear Wheel 7, a j in. Pinion 8 and a Short
Coupling 9, the Rod being inserted only half-way into

the Short Coupling, where it is fixed in place. Loose
in the other half of the

with Spanner

is another 3i in

Rod, journalled in the remaining Flat Plate and Double
Bent Strip. Mounted on this Rod are a -J in. Pinion 10
and a j in. Pinion 11.

A sliding layshaft is next provided by a 4 in. Key-
way Rod, journalled in Plates 1 and carrying a 50-teeth

Gear 12, a 57-teeth Gear 13, another 50-teeth Gear 14
Gears 12 and 13 are fixed onand a 3 in. Pinion 15

the Rod, but Gear 14 and Pinion 15 are free to slide,

being held by Key Bolts. This arrangement, in fact,

in a sort of two-in-one layshaft and for this

PICTURED HERE is an extremely useful gate- reason requires a double control system, one operating
-*- change four-speed gearbox that I am hoping some- the fixed gears and the other the sliding gears.

body will recognise as his own. A rather strange state-

ment, you think, and one that needs a little ex- to

the former case, a ii in. Strip 16 is lock-nutted

3 through its second hole. A Collar 17 is

planation. Early last year, during an enforced absence
because of illness, the gearbox arrived on my unatten-

ded desk. After my return to work, the earlier Meccano
Magazine ceased publication (no connection, I assure

you!) and in the resulting reorganisation all corres-

pondence relating to the mechanism was lost.

pivotally attached to one end of this in. Strip, but
is from it by two Washers on the shank of the

securing Bolt. Held in the Collar is a 5 in. Rod 18, on
which a further two Collars are mounted, approxi-
mately } in, apart, with a Bolt screwed into one tapped
bore, as shown, Pivotallv attached to the other end of
Strip 16 is an End Bearing 19, the arms of which are
located over Gear Wheel 13. Note that they must not
rip the Gear.
P in ion and Gear 15 are moved by two in.

Strips 20, placed one each side of the parts and joined

at the top by an ordinary Angle Bracket and a 1 x J in.

Angle Bracket. To the latter, a z\ in. Strip 21 is

pivotally connected, but is spaced from it by two
Washers and a Nut on the shank of the Bolt, The
same Strip is also similarly connected to a second 1 x

in. Angle Bracket 22, bolted to nearby Flat Plate 1,

while a Collar 23 is itself pivotally connected to the

free end of the Strip. Fixed in this Collar, as shown,
is a 4 in. Rod 24 carrying two Collars fitted with Bolts,

situated opposite the Collars on Rod 18,

\n underside view of the Gearbox showing the input and
output shafts as well at the layshaft.
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Suggested by Mr* R, A, Dobson of
Pudscy, Yorkshire , this interesting Front-

Wheel Drive Unit is ideal for heavy-duty
and commercial vehicles.

A gear-change lever is provided by a 4 in, Rod method, rather than being for general use, is more

5?
secured in one end of a Universal Coupling 25, pivot- suited to " commercial and other heavy-duty vehicles

allv connected to a i\ in. Strip fixed to Plate 1 by a where haulage power is more important than speed
*

1 x 1 in. Angle Bracket. The gear lever, carrying a Construction of the mechanism is fairly obvious

Handrail Coupling 26 at its upper end, is located be- from the accompanying illustration which, by the way
tween the Bolts in the Collars on Rods 18 and 24, shows it in partly dismantled form. Each stub axle

Although equipped with gate-change, this gearbox consists of two 1 x 1 in. Angle Brackets 1 bolted to an

i- unlike the type found in real cars in that the move- 8-hole Bush Wheel mounted, along with a

ment of the gear level in the gate is different to that trate Wheel 2, on
in.

short

tnund in a car. In a typical car, movement of the gear

lever usual lv follows an " H
would also be mounted

Con
Rod. The road wheel
Rod. Lock-nutted be-

pattern, the gears being tween the free lugs of each lower Angle Bracket are

changed by moving the gear lever direct from one posi- two 3i in. Strips 3, one on top of the other., the secur-

tion to the next. It is never necessary to move the lever ing J in. Bolt in each case also holding a \ in. Pinion 4.

from one position lo the next and then to a third posi- Next, two Threaded Pins are fixed in Strips 3 and

tion just to change one gear, but it can be necessary in on them are

the Meccano gearbox. This is because there are two
positions for each control shaft 18 and 24, therefore,

to obtain four gears,

moved. Nonetheless it is still an extremely

ings 5. Joumalled in

the centre transverse smooth bores of these Couplings
is a 2i in. Rod carrying a | in, Contrate Wheel 6 at

both shafts must sometimes be each end and a i in. Pinion 7 in the centre. Contrates

6 engage with Pinions 4, while the drive from thegear-

box The following parts list, incidentally, applies to Motor is taken to Pinion 7,

the mechanism exactly as illustrated.

PARTS QUIRED:

When fitted to a model, the free lugs of upper Angle
Brackets 1 would be joined and the whole assembly
would be fixed to the chassis in some way. A steering

linkage would also be provided, probably by Strips

bolted to one of the Angle Brackets and,

drive would be taken to Pinion 7 either

a Gear Wheel.

finally, the
a Worm or

• » • • • •

Front-wheel drive

Staying with mechanisms, but moving away from
gearboxes, we come to a Front-wheel Drive system
suggested by Mr. R. A. Dobson of Pudsey, Yorkshire.

AIR NEWS continued from page 336

ment of eight machine-guns, represented the first of a

whole new generation of modern, heavily-armed mono-
plane fighters.

When Sir Robert Watson-Watt discovered the pos-
sibilities of radar, the R.A.F. was quick to put it to

use and y

Front-wheel drive, of course, has frequently proved in

valuable, particularly when fitted to heavy-haulage
tractors and cross-country

j>

as much as anything, ensured victory in

the Battle of Britain in 1940, When peace returned,

the radar aids employed by Bomber Command to im-

such 'as Land- prove its navigation and bombing accuracy during the

Rovers, etc. It does, however, result in the added dim- ©feat night offensive against Germany, became available

culty of having to incorporate a variable direction drive—necessary because the front wheels of most vehicles
provide the steering and are, therefore, constantly
changing direction. This difficulty is especially present

to make airline flying safer and more reliable than ever

before

It be claimed that the Air Ministry showed
much enthusiasm when one of its young officers, named

in Meccano models because of the understandable limi- Prank Whittle, said that he believed he could design

tations of a miniature system compared to the real *&& build a^ practical jet-engine in the 'thirties

thing, but Mr. Dobson has overcome the problem ex-
tremely we 1

1

asked for official support. But it was not alone in its

All the same, he does stress "that his scepticism, and when Whittle proved his claim the Air
Ministry was so quick off the mark in ordering jet

fighters that the Meteor became the first jet to be used
in action, in July 1944.
As we know, the jet-engine went on to revolutionise

a

2

38
63
Ml

flying. It will be surprising one day, the

airlines do not benefit just as greatly from the vertical

take-off capability that the R.A.F. is pioneering, with
the Harrier, at the beginning of its second 50 years.
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Bayonets. Published by Arms and
Armour Press. Price 30s.

Jt is surprising how many people col-
lect bayonets and you will probably have
seen them on sale in antique shops and
junk shops. Some of these instruments
are worth a great deal of money, and
are very rare. Bayonets, written by
Frederick J. Stephens has 76, 9 in, x
5| in. size pages and includes 132 photo-
graphs. It is the first illustrated general
historical survey of bayonets ever pub-
lished and has been prepared with the
keen collector in mind. The colourful
history of bayonets spans more than 300
years and it is therefore remarkable that
there has hitherto been very little serious
study and documentation of the weapon.
The bayonets in this book are classified

by the main kinds of method of fitment
to the gun barrel: plug, socket and
spring. Plug bayonets from the 17th
century to the middle of the 191th cen-
tury are shown as examples. Socket
bayonets cover the period 1 720-1 800 and
the main bulk of illustrations arc in the
1795-1949 era. We were most interested
in a lecture paper reproduced in this
book. The lecture by Captain Sir Sib-
bald David Scott, Bart, F.S.A., on the
History of the Bayonet was delivered
during 1863 even traces the origin of the
word dagger to William I of Scotland as

ly as the 12th century t A specialists

book that will have
arms collectors.

instant appeal to

THE OBSERVERS BOOK OF

Observer's Book of Aircraft, 1968
Edition. Price 6s,

This, the latest edition of the Ob-
server's Book of Aircraft is entirely re-
vised. It contains 124 three-view silhou-
ettes of high accuracy and 155 photo-
graphs. The up-to-the-minute iniorma-

tion is written clearly and concisely on
the world's most modern aircraft from
ountries like the U.S.A., U.S.S.R.,
France, Germany and Britain. This
pocket reference book is recommended
by many organisations including the Boy
Scouts Association and is exceptional
value at 6s* The full colour dust jacket
illustrates a Boeing-Vertol UH-46A Sea
Knight helicopter employed by the U.S.
Navy for the transfer of supplies* am-
munition, missiles and dviaiion spares

combat supply ships to combatant
vessels at sea.

a very interesting appendix on
create an army; this in itself is

almost worth the book's 53s, price tag.

writ ten
how to

line

OR HOW TO PLAY WAR GAMES
Hrm PYfjurii: it lAJCni I.PLuwford

Charge. Published by
Grampian Books. Price 55s.
A luxury production, Charge will be

of great interest to all battle gaming fans
as it is just packed with information,
The battle game rules the book revolves
around have been devised by Brig. P.
Young and Lt.-Col. J. P, Lawford, the
co-authors, as the resuJt of a long series
of battle games, usually based on the re-
construction of actual operations. They
have chosen the period 1756-1815 because
troops for the most part still fought in
close order and few battle game tables
are big enough to deploy armies of
modern times. Rules are given and ex-
plained for both elememarv and ad*
vanced games. The photographic illus-

trations are very good indeed and pic-
torial stages of troop movements really
put you right into the battle. There are
122 pages in the 9} in. sc 7$ in, page size
book and its ten chapters deal with the
origins of batt'c gaming through to firing
and playing the game. Very enjoyable
reading in fact and no battle game fans
should miss reading Charge. Charles
Grant, the author of Table Top Battles,
in this issue of Meccano Magazine, has

The Sherman, Published by Arms
and Armour Press* Price 30s.
This 80 page, si in. 1 9 in. page size

book is an illustrated History of the
M4 Medium tank, written by Peter
Chamberlain and Chris Ellis* No less
than 89 photographs (two on the cover),
all very clear, nice and large, are con-
tained in this book with eight fine
darwings. The U.S. Sherman (or M4
Medium tank) was built in greater num-
bers than any other tank in the historv
of armoured warfare and appeared in
many more variants than any other
design. It remains the best known and
longcst

:
lived of any W.W.2 type, many

remaining in service—and sometimes in
action—today, and most armies of the
Western World have used it it some
time or another. It was one of the first

armoured vehicles to be virtually mass
produced, designed for rapid manufacture
by the automotive and engineering in-
dustries of a nation which found itself

embroiled in a war where the tank had
proved to be the most important land
weapon from the very earliest stages.
For this reason the Sherman was simple

,

unsophisticated, rugged, easy to repair,
and easy to service and maintain. This
book has been cleverly prepared with
text in the first half set in a narrow
column down the centre of the page.
Nearly every paragraph has a large
photograph reference number to draw
^our attention to the correct photograph
in the rear of the book. These photo-
graphs are large and clear with concise
captions, but some suffer from wartime
censorship.

PETER CHAMB£RLA*?i at HRtS EtUS
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MANCHESTER S

TROt LEYBUSES

(

Manchester's Trolleybuses* Pub-
lished by the Manchester Transport
Museum Society. Price 10s*
Anyone who

can't
longs for
afford

the trolleybus
thisera, just can l afford to miss this 72-

page s 6i in. x 9i in. page size book,
published by a really authoritative body.
The history of the trolleybus during the

a familiar feature on
recorded fully and

with plenty of
route

years when it was
Manchester streets

accurately in this

larpe photographs t route maps t

timetables and many interesting stories

For instance: did you know shields

to be fitted to prevent the blue flashes
giving away the tram's position to Ger-
man aircraft during World War Two,
or that the Transport Committee invest!

-

aied the possibilities of either motor
uses or trackless trams, as trolley buses

were then known, in 1908? Well written
and prepared, we, as non-Manchester
residents, found this book really interest-
ing to read.

TIie

lor's W01
an i ,\sv vwm to mtn* m**miu*

A*t> CUSTOMSW THF St *
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T* A. Ilimi'tcin

The Sailor's World- Published by
David & Charles, Price 25s.
As a seafaring nation, we

about ships and the sea—or
all know
do we?

Who controls the pilot service and the
lightships around our coast? When is a
ship not a ship but a barque or barqucn-
tine? Can a lifeboat claim salvage? Why
are there groynes on our beaches? These
and hundreds of other questions asked
by those who live or go to spend a holi-
day in coastal resorts are fully answered
in this 128-page 81 in. x ^i in. size book.
More than 125 illustrations of nautical
subjects grace the book's pages and
written in a straightforward, casy-to-read
style, this informative guide to the
sailor

1

s world can be relied upon to add
much to your appreciation and under-
standing of the sea. For those technic-
ally minded types amongst us* there are
also chapters on: A Ship's Equipment;
Navigation; Safety at Sea; The Morse
Code and Flag Signals.

Navies of the Second World War;
American Battleships, Carriers and
Cruisers and the Royal Netherlands
Navy. Published by Macdonald &
Co* Ltd. Price 15s, each
These two very interesting books, each

with an attractive dust jacket, contain
j 60 pages of the 6 in* x 4 in. size and
arc really enjoyable reading. Both con-
tain a goodly array of photographs and
line drawings of the ships described, with
tables describing the hull number, name*
launching date and eventual fate amongst
many interesting details. Both books deal
with the Second World War and the
American one describes the greatest fleet

the world has ever seen after the U.S.A.
enacted the " two oceans navy M

bill
which authorised the construction of i£
million tons of combatant ships. The
story of each ship is well written and
highly interesting- The Royal Nether-
lands Navy was in apparent decline when
war broke out, though hers was an Em-
pire founded essentiallv upon maritime
strength. Her efforts to construct all

kinds of new ships just before 1940 came
too late and the majority of the Dutch
fleet, including some uncompleted, with-
drew undamaged as her war was mainly
a land action* The Dutch ships proved
to be a most welcome ally to the hard-
pressed British forces. In the long pro-
cess of Allied recovery the Dutch Navy
won high praise and although they em-
erged fmm World War Two poor in
number, they were rich in reputation and
experience. This book is a very compre-

;e survey and enlightening reading
to anyone interested in marine matters.
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An Muttritfcd Hmory and Reference Guide

o-n n Fvoiucwm

/

Handbook No. I and Series Thir-
teen—Military Vehicle Prints.

Published by Bellona Publications
Ltd. Price 8s. and 4s . respectively.
The Bellona Handbook No. 1 is 24«

5 in. ac 11 in. page summary of the Self-
Propelled Weapons of the German Army
1939-45 and weapons built on fully-

tracked chassis. In addition to the
Armed vehicles, modified specialist types
arc also covered as they are more akin
to the self-propelled vehicles than the
tanks from which they originate. Whilst
this book is a gem for facts and the
glossary of terms superb, normal term
in German* fuJl term, and English trans-
lation it is rather hard to read due to

the very small tvoe size used. Scriesvery smau type size

Thirteen of the Bellona Military Vehicle
Prints has four superb line pistes of Pz
Kpfw lf Tiger ** Ausf p Medium Tank
M4A3E2, Assault Jumbo and A30 Chal-
lenger Mk I. Each of these is backed
up with photograhps, a historical feature
and technical specifications.
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THIS CONTAINS SEVERAL THOUSAND AIRCRAFT f BOAT f CAR »

AND LOCOMOTIVE PLANS FOR YOU TO CONSTRUCT
*

AIRCRAFT AND
OF

FOUND
HANDBOOKS.

I. Aeromodelling and
Radio Control.

2. Model Boats, Cars,

and Radio Control.

three handbooks, we offer

a wide choice

types of models. Books one and

petrol, traction en- two have articles to help the new-
3, Locomotives, steam,

gines,

equipment.
workshop comer and

throughout.

are fully ust rated

Obtai from MODEL AERONAUTICAL PRESS LTD,, 13-35 BRIDGE STREET
>

HEMPSTEAD

KINDLY MENTION 41 MECCANO MAGAZINE ht WHEN REPLYING TO ADVERTISEMENTS
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young model engineers

Give him a fascinating live steam engine for

powering models, boats and miniature tools. Or
a life-like steam roller. Or a traction engine that

wi run for a third of a mile in ten minutes.

Mamod steam models are quality-engineered

for fun with safety. Prices from 37/9 to 1 19/6 at

leading toy and sports shops.

m models
manufactured by
Malms (Engineers) Ltd,, Thorns Road
Quarry Bank, Brierley Hill, Staffs.

KINDLY MENTION I i MECCANO MAGAZINE
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A NEW TABLE GAME where the
Cricket Enthusiast can produce, at will, all the
finesse of the great Summer game.
Play your own: TEST MATCHES ! COUNTY
CHAMPIONSHIPS! GILLETTE and CHARR-
TN6T0N CUP MATCHES! With all the skill of

real cricket:* bowling, double wickets and all the
OU TS« such as clean bowled, stumped t caught.
LB. W.. run out, etc, Spin, leg and off breaks.
Hits for six, four and odd runs.

DISPLAY EDITIO
COMPLETE with 00 Scale Miniature Painted
Figures, Stumps, Ball, e'c ?4'1 \

CLUB EDITION
As above, together with Green Baize Cricket
pitch.4gfn

ATCH EDITION
As above, with Green Baiie Cricket pitch.

SightscreenSp Groundsmen & Roller. Spec-
tators, Deck Chairs A Scoreboard. Q9'11
Ask at your local Sports or Toy Shop or Depart-
mental Store, In case of difficulty, write for List

of Stockists. to>

Dep[ C39Langton Green
Tunbndge Wells Kent.

TIME
(PROP. TRACTION ENGINE ENTERPRISES)

THE MECCA FOR MODELLERS
Model Railways, Cars, Boats and Aircraft.

Full range of English and American Plastic Kits.

40 ft. six-lane Slot Car racing track with

Cars and Accessories.

Railway and other enthusiasts Records an

Popular and Classical Record Dept.

range

Tapes

range Railway, Traction Engine, Veteran Car,

Tram, Canal, Aircraft

prints.

Reproduction paintings

Express."

books, postcards

Coulsons Western

scale

Veteran card

each Stat

post

Our Mail Order Dept. is geared to dispatch your orders

e day they are received whenever possible. Postage

r lists, stating your interests, to:Send

"LEISURE TIME"
4 STATION ROAD, CHINGFORD, LONDON, E.4.

Tel: 01-529 1250

if WHEN REPLYING TO ADVERTISEMENTS



TRY OUR
PRIVATE; Minimum 18 words 6s. and 4d.
per word for each subsequent word.

TRADE: Minimum 18 words 111. and 8d, per
word for each subsequent word*

Box numbers count as six words when
costing the advertisement. When address
ere included, these are chargeable at the
same rate (4d. or Bd») per word as the re-
mainder of the advertisement* Copy and
box number replies should be sent to the
Classified Advertisement Department,
MECCANO Magazine, 13-35 Bridge Street,
Heme) Hempstead, Herts. Latest copy date
for insertion in the July issue is May 4th.

FOR SALE
Unused Hornby gauge O wagons, track, turn*

cables, Dublo three-rail, items, new.—Wood,
13 Longley Lane, Lowerhouses. Huddersfteld. F

Meccano—No. 10 plus,
tamed in 64 drawer unit

cabinets), 3 electric motors,
literature, value new over £150.
by appointment only.—D. S*

House, Wesigateson-Sea, Kent,
5372K

£80 extra parts (con-
4 drawer and 2 tray

transformer,
Offers- View
M artel I, Ray
Tel: Thanet

F
Red Green Meccano— No, 9 wkh many extras.

Clockwork electric motors included* Excellent
condition. Offers— 19 Forbes Crescent, Larbert,
Stirlingshire. F

Meccano—£40 Blue Gold. Transformers M2Q,
T6M, T20, T20A. Motors E20R, EO20, E6 and
No. I blue. Open to offer. Red/green spares
half price, outfits 1/3 price. Also Meccano
Aeroplane constructor parti,— 155 Nutfield
Road. South Merstham, Surrey. Tel: Merstham
3925, F

ADVERTISEMENTS
Meccano—Red Green for sale; including Elek-

tri kit. Good condition. Cost £27 10s. new.
Offers ?—Smith, 81 Norman Crescent, Pinner.
Midd*. F

Obsolete and Current Meccano Parts,
Meccano Magazines, electric and clockwork
motors, etc. Several obsolete manuals. All

current parts appro*, one-third list price. I

am able to supply most parts. S.A.E. for lists,

Bailey, II Newlands Road, Stockton Heath.
Warrington, Lanes. F

Mechanics Made Easy, 1905, Outfits A I and
3A, all in original containers in almost mint
condition* Offers invited.—Bailey, I I New-
lands Road, Stockton Heath, Warrington,
Lanes. F

Meccano Outfit, new and old* many
extras

t
£12 o*n.o. Apply— 12 Landseer Road,

Colchester, Essex, Tel: Co I, 78686. F

Large

WANTED
Wanted '48^50, '52-'54. July, November '55,

January, September, October '56. January,
May '57. August '59. '6U'62. January,
March ,

63. First 6 issues of '65. February,
March, July, September '66, July '67, Meccano
Magazines any condition.—G. Boyer, 45 Oak-
mount Road, Apt. 1405, Toronto, Canada. F

Wanted. Top prices paid for old Meccano
publications, 1901-40*1. American, French M,M. t

catalogues, manuals, parts, outfits Hornby
trains ext. Pay cash or exchange surplus items.
Write airmail overseas, all letters answered,
any language. Details—Daniels, 12 Leeson
House. Haggard Road, Twickenham, Middx. EF

Pre-war and Early post-war Dinkies. Any
number purchased. Details please to—David
Pinnoek, 10 HurstvHIe Drive, Waterloovillep
Hants. DEFG

Any Dublo Dinky Toys with good paintwork
wanted. Reasonable prices paid*—Drew
Ralston, 49 Strathmore Avenue, Paisley,

Renfrewshire. F

STAMPS
Stamp Collector turning to coins. I will give

you fifty different used stamps of either Canada,
Denmark, Portugal, or Venezuela in exchange
for either a bun penny (1894 or earlier), or a

halfpenny (1894 or earlier), or any farthing, or
any stiver 3d. Send addressed envelope and
Commonwealth reply coupon and your coin

Clarke, 1450 Elveden House, Calgary,
Alberta, Canada, F

G.B. and British Colonials. Idealpprovs
for Q.E. II collectors
an teed.
Middx,

Personal service guar*
Ashford, 166 Lansbury Drive, Hayes,

C-H

CHEMICALS APPARATUS
THE WIDEST RANGE

Send S.A.E for list to:

N. BECK A SONS,
STOfCi HEW1NGTON HIGH JTWHT

LONDON N. 16*

TEL: 0/ -254-0335.

GREAT BRITAIN

2/6 . 5/ FREE
This packet of stamp* is given absolutely FREE
to all genuine applicants for my superior used
British Colonial Approvals enclosing 4<J, in

for postage. Overseas Applications
invited,

, ARCHER (M),
% UTCMTIELO WAY, BftOXBCXJRNE, HERTS

Itamps

Learn how win Read world's

leading battlegame publication, MINIATURE
WARFARE. Articles each month by winners of

e 1967 National Championships, on Ancient,

Napoleonic, American Civil War, Modern and

Naval engagements, tactics and weapons.

For trial copy,

8d. overseas) to :

MINIATURE

- P.O. and x 10" sae (6d. postage,

AUSTRALIAN
STAMPS

CHURCHILL I

Benares Road, London, S.E.I 8

Fabulous pack of 100 assorted Australian stamps* all op
paper and unsortcd, as imported direct from Australian

charities. The mixture contain! old stamps! new stamps, unusual and elusive

items, including numerous large sire special issues, commemoratives, and

Christmas stamps. PLUS the famous Sir Winston Churchill mourning stamp
now catalogued I /3d, (Total Catalogue Value is over £L) Sent ABSOLUTELY
FREE to all who ask to see our superb Approvals. (Enclose 4d, stamp for

( Dept. MM2) I
postage, and please tell your parents.)

UNIVERSAL STAMP COMPANY (Dept. M.M.4I),
Emstrington, Goole, York*.

CHEMISTRY

You can enlarge your Set

emicals and over 80

th the wide range of REAL Labora
tory Apparatus available—included are

57 different

pieces of apparatus.

LIST AND POSTAGE FREE
Obtainable at Toy Dealers everywhere
or write for List enclosing addressed

velop

LOTT'S BRICKS LTD
Watford

*

* Herts



KENT 1st: Dirtford 24155

MODERN MODELS LTD.
49/51 LOWFIELD STREET,

DARTFORD, KENT,
For alt your modelling requirements. Radio/
Control, Aircraft, Boati, Cars, Railways. All

loading makes from The Shop with che Stock*
Prompt mail order service.

WiMS^i
Tel: 60444

CYRIL HOWE'S
CHEAP STREET,
BATH, SOMERSET.

The Model Shop of the West for all your
modelling requirements. Aircraft, Boats,

Engines, Radio Control. Expert advice avail-

able. M-A.P., Meccano Sets, spares, etc*

Tel: 3863

GIBSON a PARKER,
74 ELM GROVE, HAYLING ISLAND

Models Arts & Crafts.

Aircraft & Boat Kits.

Modellers Tools and Accessorise.

Tel; 0532-26611

KING CHARLES SPORTS CENTRE,
RAILWAY HOUSE,

KING CHARLES STREET, LEEDS, I

Specialists and stockists in all model railway

equipment and accessories, Tn-ang-Hornby,
Trix t Fleischmann, Gem, Hammant & Morgan,

Sommerfeldt.
Cat. service 25/- home. £2 overseas.

BIRMINGHAM Hifhburv
3237

KINGS HEATH MODELS
S York Road, Birmingham, 14.

Everything for the modeller: Boats, Cars,

Planes, Railways. Kits, etc. Meccano sets and

reasonable stocks of spares.

Tel: HemeJ Hempstead 53691

TAYLOR & McKENNA
(Hcmtl) LTD.

203 MARLOWES,
HEMEL HEMPSTEAD, HERTS.
For Model Boats, Aircraft, Railway*,

Racing Can and Accessories.
Metal and Plasuc Meccano.

Tel: Leicester 21935

The

RADIO CONTROL
SUPPLIES LTD.

52 LONDON ROAD.
Mail Order Specialists.

Closed Monday.
Open until 8.30 p.m. Friday.

Showroom of tha Midlands with
R/C service facilities.

Le* Green 2637

LEWISHAM MODEL
CENTRE

45 LEE HIGH ROAD, LEWISHAM, S.E. 13

Everything for
Boats, Radio

Modeller, Aircraft,
Control, Railways, Cars.

Spares and Repairs our speciality.

Mail Order a pleasure.

Tel: CHE 4867

RADIO CONTROL
SUPPLIES
MERTON ROAD,

WIMBLEDON S.W.I9

Closed all day Monday.
Open until 8.30 p.m. Friday.

Largest R/C stockists in the country.

Tel: ISLeworth 0473

RADIO CONTROL
SUPPLIES LTD,

581 LONDON RD., ISLEWORTH,
MIDDX. Mail Order Specialists

Open each weekday and until

8.30 p.m. Fridays.

Largest R/C stockists in the country.
Own R/C service centre.

Tel: Blackfriars 3972

THE MODEL SHOP
7-13 BOOTLE STREET
OFF DEANSGATE,
MANCHESTER 2.

THE NORTH'S LEADING MODEL, HOBBY
AND TOY SHOP. MECCANO SETS AND

SPARE PARTS A SPECIALITY.

Tel: Reading 5 1 S58

READING MODEL SUPPLIES

HOSIER STREET.
ST, MARY'S BUTTS,

READING, BERKSHIRE.

BERKSHIRE'S MODELLING CENTRE

Tel: 59234

BURROWS
12-22 VERULAM ROAD,

ST. ALBANS

ST CORNWALL
TOWN CENTRE REDEVELOPMENT

CHURCH &SON
HOBBIES LTD.

2 BURTON HOUSE. 13 TRINITY ST.
Aircraft, Boats, Electric Cars. Railways and
aoe»Mories. Plastic kits. Modelling activitiee

MODEL AFTER-SALES SERVICE.

Tel: Weston 6600

RADIO CONTROL SUPPLIES LTD.
I THE CENTRE,

WESTON-SUPER-MARE, SOMERSET.

Lar*
Open until 8.30 p.m. Friday.
est R/C stockists in the country.
Own R/C service centre.

Tel: 26709

MODELS
3 B

__ HOBBIES
MANDERS CENTRE

WOLVERHAMPTON.
All Meccano Sets in stock up to and including
No. 10. Full Spares Box, kept up-to-date



RADIO
S +A,E. brings free brochure An introduc-
tion to R/C control and dttilli of the
world's best tingle channel tone guidance
lyitem. Over 5,000 in current use
throughout the world, quantity produced
and fully guaranteed for best range and
quality at only £13. Complete 6 and
10 channel Multi Reed outfits with or
without Servo Packs, from £35}* Digital
two, three, four and five channel Propor-
tional equipment from £84, Good

in stock,

quipment from
selection of second-hand Radio I ways

VISIT THE LARGEST MODEL
STOCKISTS IN THE COUNTRY
it STAFFED BY EXPERTS * PART

EXCHANGE * H.P. FACILITIES * MAIL
INCLUDING OVERSEAS *

ORDERS UNDER £3 POSTAGE ft PACKING 2/-

All shops open until 8.30 p.m. Friday.
Leicester, Weston and Wimbledon closed
Monday. Isleworth open each weekday.
WE SERVICE ALL RADIO EQUIPMENT WE SELL

KITS, ENGINES, ACC.

stock current
and Accessories,

Kits,

We
large stocks Balsa

plywood as well as engine spares.

radio parts kits parts.

We always have bargain lines, as

well good selection

second-hand Boats, Aircraft, Mar
ine and Atr-coofed Engines,

ISL 0473

581 LONDON ROAD, ISLEWORTH,
154 MERTON ROAD, WIMBLEDON CHE 4887

LEIC. 21935

52a LONDON ROAD, LEICESTER
THE CENTRE, WESTON-SUPER-MARE WESTON 6*00

YOU NOTHING
To find out more about the many interesting products

advertised in this issue of MECCANO Magazine Just

tick the squares against the name of the advertiser from

whom you would like to receive more product informa-

tion and post it to: Advertisement Information, Meccano

Magazine, 13-35 Bridge Street, Hemel Hempstead, Herts.

JUNE COUPON

Beatties rj Miniature Warfare
Dinky Toys (Magazine)
Henry's Radio Q Mod-Roc
Historex Agents (Soldiers) Radio Control Supplies
Leisure Time \J Radiomc Products
Mafins (Mamod Steam H. L Smith (Electronics)
Engines) Q Solarbo
MA. P. Books Q Subbuteo
MAP, Plans Service Universal Stamp Co.
Meccano Sets [J Webley & Scott

Name , ..

Address

«•»*** »•«**»*** - * # i « . T »*#»#*»>*••?*•«*

RADIO ELECTRONIC CONSTRUCTION SYSTEM. PROBABLY THE
WORLD'S BEST FOR BEGINNERS EXPERTS

A No. 4 SET and 6-TRANSlSTQR SUPERMET
Clear, simple, versatile, this rugged system can build almost any electronic
circuit Ideal for the experimenter; the teacher; and the complete beginner.
Already used by well over 1,500 schools in the U,K,
Selected by the Council »f Industrial Design fur all British Design Centres,
Featured in Sound and Television broadcasts.
Beautifully engineered; battery operated; no soldering; no prior knowledge
needed. Results gaurantecd by our technical department. People say:

" I can only describe the results as brilliant, absolutely brilliant?*
f
* You have opened up a new world/ 1

Nothing could paint the picture clearer than building these sets."
The kit has been used by my son (aged 10) with complete success/ 9

Most impressive—a stroke of genius whoever devised it/*
1 Set £7 10 14 Circuits (Earphone)

NEWt Our " £" Series Electronics Kit builds 30 electronic circuits (for
4 to 8 students) £19 .7'J,

14

+4

FULL DETAILS FROM:

RADIONIC LIMITED
So
No
No
No

2 Set £9
3Set£I3

00
10

20 Circuits (Earphone)
22 Circuits (7 x 4in Loudspeaker output)

4 Set £18 10 26 Circuits (include 6 Transistor and reflex superhets)
Prices (Post Free)

STEPHENSON WAY, THREE BRIDGES

CRAWLEY
> SUSSEX

UNIQUE! Our " No soldering " primed circuit board for superhee portable.
Simply insert components and tighten nuts.

Tel CRAWLEY 27028 (Trade Enquiries Invited)

KINDLY MENTION II MECCANO MAGAZINE if WHEN REPLYING TO ADVERTISEMENTS



Listed below are some of the deo/ers who sell Meccano accessories

and spare ports. This is intended to aid enthusiasts—and there

are many of them—who constantly require additional spare parts

for their sets. All dealers can, of course, order Meccano spare

parts for their customers, but those listed here are among our

spare part specialists.

Dealers wishing to advertise

on this page should contact

MECC AN O LTD,
LIVERPOOL direct,

M.A.P do not accept

bookings for this page

JOHN WEBB
Sports Ltd.,

223 High Street

C. G. MARSHALL

Maxwell Road
BEACONSFIELD

Tefophonc; 4092

TAYLOR & McKENNA
203 Marlowes

HEMPSTEAD,
HERTS.

f « WALKERS "

Tel: Hemel Hempstead 53691

15 St. Thomas Street,

SCARBOROUGH, YORKS.

: SCARBOROUGH 3223

(Mail orders welcomed)

THE GUILDFORD

DOLL'S HOSPITAL LTD.

13 Swan Lane, GUILDFORD
Telephone ; 61 331

JEREMY

16 Princes Arcade,

Piccadilly

LONDON S.W.I

M. H. B. DAWSON
96 Whiteladies Road,

BRISTOL 8.

Telephone: 38534

LUCAS'S (Hobbies) LTD

7 Tarleton Street

LIVERPOOL I

Telephone : Royal 7562

Cheltenham Motor A Cycl

Co. Ltd. 31 High Street

CHELTENHAM

Telephone : 53099

F. T. B. LAWSON
New George Street

City Centre, PLYMOUTH
Telephone : 65363

JOHN W. BAGNALL LTD

18 Salter Street

STAFFORD

CANADA
-v

W. PAINE & CO. LTD.

168 High Street

CHATHAM,

Also at Grays

Telephone : 452 1

5

LESLIE BROWN
Super Toy and

Model Store 95 High Street,

Stockton-on-Tees

Telephone : 676 1

6

NEW ZEALAND

YOUNGSTERS (THE DOLL'S

HOSPITAL)

55 Hallgate

DONCASTER
Telephone : 2831

THE MODEL SHOP
7-13 Bootte Street,

Off Deansgate,

MANCHESTER _.

: Blackfriars 21935

WILTONS
GAMES/SPORTS STORE

Corner House,

Canal/Queen Street

SALISBURY

Telephone: 22984

BUNKERS LTD.

P.O. Box 58

HASTINGS

(Mail order! from all cauntri

welcomed)

Printed in

Press Ltd
Great Britain by Electrical Press Ltd., Maidenhead, for the Proprietors, Model Aeronautical
, 13/35 Bridge Street, Hemel Hempstead, Herts. Published by the Argus Press Ltd., ;

Street, London, E.C.4* to whom all trade enquiries should be addressed.
Registered for transmission by Magazine Port to Canada including Newfoundland.

3/27 Tudor
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Model 404
CONVEYANCER
FORK TRUCK
Raising and lowering fork blades with

pallet. Steering. Removable Load
Guard and Driver. Lifting engine
cover. Detailed engine,

Herght 34". Length 3f|\

.7

i i

I

T

Model FORD ESCORT
Opening bonnet and boo! Detailed engine, Opening
doors. Moulded seat interior with tip up front seats.

Plated bumpers and body trim. Length 3f$'.

•

Jr

/- J

Model No. 976

MICHIGAN 180-111

TRACTOR DOZER
Detachable cab. Lift-off engine
panels, uning m Tuting Model No. 205 LOTUS CORTINA RALLY CAR

Opening bonnet with special release. Opening boot
and doors. Tipping front seat backs. Plated bumpers
and grille.Triple spot lights. Racing type wing mirrors.
Twin aerials. Rally numbers and body flashes.

Length U\

blade. Steers from

Length 5

cab.

v^*

* r- 1

*#
'

.
r

I

T

Front Hatch opens

Model No. 104 SPECTRUM PURSUIT VEHICLE

rocket. Hinged movable
rear track. Retractable Twin Aerials. Side Hatch opens
and seat automatically towers Captain Scarlet

ground. Length 6^".

Model No. 103 SPECTRUM PATROL CAR
Turbo-Jet engine noise. Aerial and suspension. Length 4|

Model No. 105 MAXIMUM SECURITY VEHICLE

Opening Hatches. Drop down ramps. Crate containing radio

active isotopes, Suspension and Aerial, Length 5"'

MECCANO LIMITED BINNS ROAD LIVERPOOL


